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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introductory Remarks 
Both theory and tests indicate that deep beams, that 1s, beams 
which bwe depth-to-span ratios considerably greater than thqse used in 
ordinary construction, are both suitable and frequently necessary in structures 
designed to withstand the high overpressures which result fran blast loadings. 
The 1.i terature (1) reveals a nUlllber of investigations of the behavior of 
shal~ow reinforced concrete beams under rapidly applied loading. At present, 
only two series of tests of reinforced concrete deep beams subjected to 
rapidly applied loading have been reported (2, 3) • 
1.2 Object ~d Scope 
The general object of the investigation of which this study tormed 
one part vas to obtain information from. which a rational design procedure for 
deep members subjected to blast type loading could be developed. Initially, 
the emphasis in the experimental program on reinforced concrete deep beams 
was directed tovard the flexural behavior of simply supported deep members, 
subjecte1 to either slowly or rapidly applied loading. 
Th~ pr1aa.ry objective of this phase of the investigation was to 
study the strengtb and behavior in shear of moderately deep reinforced con-
crete bea:ns subjected to both static and dynamic loading and to determine 
if failure under dynamic loading is different from that under static loading. 
In particular the progrsn was designed to dete~ine whether web reinforcenent 
would prevent shear failures, and if so, how much web steel would be required 
to produce a flexural failure. 
* . Numbers in parentheses refer to items in the 131 bliograpby. 
2 
Tes.tll were made on 35 rectangular reintor.ced concrete deep be81ll8. 
Thirteen beams were teated to tailure statically and 22 be_a w~re tested to 
failure c1ynaa1cally under _ ~1Ja:fiD.1 te· 411ration pulae ~1. in 'V!dch 10M 
levels ranged fran. 110 to 200 percent of the static yield load. Tests were 
carried out in various series consisting of' one static test and two ~e 
teats o-r similar beams. The static test was on a be8Dl without web rein-
forcement, and the dynamic testa were on besu both with and without web 
re1ntorceaent. Two static teats of be8llS With web reinf'orcement areal.8o 
reported. 
AJ.J. be8lll8 were 8imply supported on a span o~ 24 in. and were loaded 
by two concentrated lo~ ~aced at the one-third points. The major variables 
involved were: the amount ot tension reinforcement" which ranged fraa 0.46 
to 2.58 percent; the concrete strength, which varied ~aa 2890 to 5600 psi; 
the 8II.Ount at web reintorcem.a.t";J which ranged traa 0 to 1.09 percent; and 
the span-depth ratios, which wer~ 2, 3 and 4. The beam depth was varied to 
vary the span-depth ratio, and. the beam width vas also varied to keep the 
cross sectional area constant at 24 sq. in. Ccmpression reinforcement equal . 
to about one-half' the tenaion reinforcement· was' used in all beams. Special 
end. anchorages vere provided tor all tension reinforcement to prevent pre~ 
aature bond and anchorage tailures. 
The results ot the tests are presented, discussed, and compared, 
and although the nUII.ber ot testa are saaewhat l1lIL1ted, simple f'omulas are 
presented tor ccaput1ng the static shear streDgth ot deep besas under COD-
centrated 1oad8 = Data reported in another investigation va: used. to extend 
the use of' .these tOl'lllula to deep beams subjected to urdf'orm loading-
Dynamic shear strengths are related to the static shear strengths. sa a 
3 
function of the time to failure and a simple formul.a is pres en ted for COO1-
puting the dyn~c shear strength. 
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1.4 Notation 
Designation of Test Specimens 
Each beam was designated by a series of letters and numerals; e.g. 
G33D-3l. The letters and numerals have the following significance: 
First letter (Q33D-3l) 
Identifies this series of deep beam tests fran others which 
have been carried out in the laboratory. 
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Symbols: 
First numeral (G 23D-31) 
This number is equal to the Lid ratio and the width of 
the beam in inches. 
Second numeral (G3dJ)- 31) 
Identifies the nominal concrete strength at test: 
3 - 3,000 psi 
4 - 5,000 psi 
Second letter (G3~-31) 
Identifies the type of test: 
D dynamic test 
S - static test 
Third numeral (G33D-~1) 
Identifies the order of testing w~ch can be roughly 
correlated to the tension reinforcement ratio tor each 
Lid ratio. See Table 1 
Fourth numeral (G 33D-31) 
Identities the presence of web reinforcement: 
1 - without web reinforcement 
2 - vith web reinforcement 
Symbols uaed are defined 88 they are encountered in the text but 
are presented llere tor ease in reference. 
A • total. area of tension re1.l1forcem.ent 
6 
A I :: total. area of ccmpression reinforcement 
s 
Aw =. total..areB.·ot~one ·atir;-up 
a :: length of shear span freD. the center of the load. point 
to the center of the support. 
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b = width of member 
Cl = total compressive force in the concrete 
C2 total compressive force in the compression reinforc~ent 
d = the effective depth, the distance fram the top c~presslve 
fiber to the centroid of the tension reinforcement 
d' distance from the centroid of the compression reinforcement 
to the centroid of the tension reinforceDent. 
E = modulus of elasticity of the concrete 
c 
E = modulus of elasticity of the reinforcing steel 
s 
f = f' - 0.85 f' 
8 C 
f stress in the concrete 
c 
f' = compressive strength of' concrete, as determined fran standard 
c 
6 by 12-in. control cylinders 
f = stress in the tension reinforcement 
s 
f' = ~tress in the compression reinforcement 
5 
f = ultimate strength of the tension reinforcement 
u 
t' = ultimate strength of the compression reinforcement 
u 
! yield strength or the tension reinforcement y 
t' yield strength of the coupression reinforcement y 
j = ratio of lever arm of the internal resisting moment to 
the effective depth, for. a fully-cracked section, Fig. A.I 
k = ratio of depth of the compression zone to the effective 
depth, for fully-cracked elastic section, Fig. A.I 
k' - d'/d 
kl = ratio of area of the concrete stress block to the area of 
the enclosing rectangle 
6 
k2 = traction of the depth ot the cCJl.}'realion zone vb:1eh deter-
~. tbepos1tloD ot the centroid ot the c~pre881ve torce 
at mAXimum loal 
k3 = ratio ot the Me.x1mum cca.presa1ve stress in the concrete 
m.ember to the cylinder atrength 
ku • ratio of the depth of the ccmpression zone to the effective 
depth d 
L 
n 
p 
p 
c 
I: span length cen~r to center of supports 
!II: theoretical ul t1mate bending mcment 
= manent at flexural yielding 
= E fE" == 6 + 10,000 
8 c f' C' 
::. app11~d load 
::; theoretical load at inclined cracking . 
I 
P dyn !II: measured applied dynamic load level 
p = theoretical load at ·shear failure 
8 
P' • ecmpu'ted load.· ·ail failure in n shear proper", Eq. ( 5) 
s 
P" z: caapute~ shear strength by "shear proper" I Eq. (6) 
s 
P
u 
= measured static ultimate test load. 
P' :: theoretical ul t1mate load at flexural failure 
u 
P
ud :: measured dyn.am.ic ultimate test load 
P~d = canputed dyJuaic ultimate load 
P =.measured static yield test load y 
P' 
Y 
p 
p' 
= theoretical load at static yielding 
z: measured max1m\ll1 load reached in a. ayn..,ic test 
!II: A /bd = ratio ot tension reinforce.ent 
s 
= A'/bd - ratio of compression re1nforceaent 
8 
r = Awfsb = ratio of web reinforcement 
s = horizontal spacing of web reinforcement 
tr :: time to failure for the dynamic tests 
T = total tensile force in the tension reinforcement 
b. :::: midspan deflection 
6
u 
:::: measured midspan deflection at ul tiIlla.te load. for the 
sta.tic tests 
6
ud = measured midspan denection at ul.timate load for the 
dynamic tests 
7 
~ = measured midspan defiect10n a.t flexural. yielding for the y 
static tests 
D.yd = measured midspan deflection at flexural yielding for the 
dynamic tests 
€ ::: strain in the concrete a.t top midspan 
c 
€ strain in the concrete as defined in Fig. 4.28 
cn 
€ - strain in the concrete as defined in Fig. 4.28 
cs 
€ = strain in the tension reinforcement at the beginning ot 0 
strain hardening 
e' = strain in the c~pression reinforcement at the beginning 0 
of strain hardening 
€ 
:: strain in the tension rein!orc~ent 
8 
€ = strain in the tension reinforcenent as defined in Fig. 4.15 an 
€ -= strain in the tension reintorc~ent as defined in Fig. 4.15 
88 
E: = crushing strain of the concrete 
u 
€ 
:::: yield point strain of the tension reintorceaent y-
E' :::: yield point strain of the compression re1nforc~ent y 
e 
2 .. ' DESCRIPrION OF TEST s~nms 
2.1 Description of Beazu 
Details ot the d1mensions and the properties ot the test 8peciaenS 
used in this investigation are given 1n ~l.e 2.1 and Fig. 2.1. All besu 
were 28 inehes lone and varied in depth traa 7 1D. to 13 iDa Effective' 
depths were 12, 8 and 6 in. respecti vel,. f'or L/ d ratios ot 2, :3 and q.. ' The 
beam widths were 2, :3 or 4 in. depending on the depth, to give a. constant 
value of bd of 24 sq. in. tor all. betaS tested. All. beams were .imply 
supported OD a span ot 24 in. 
The length of bearing at both the load points and the supports vas 
maintained constant at 4 in. For the narrow beama with LId = 2 the beariDg 
area vas 8 sq. in. For the wider be8IU 'With L/d a 4, the beating' &rea was 
16 sq. :l.D. 
All beams bad both tension and cOOIpression reintorcement. The area 
ot cc:apre8sion reinforcement waa ~approx1aately equal to one-half the area ot 
the teJll!J1on rei~orcesaent for all beams except those of serie. G:33S-:3l, 
G33D- 31, G3?S-32 and G33D-32. In these eeries, the area of the caapre8sion 
reintorcement was equal. to approxillately one-third the area of the tension 
reinforcement. 
The tension reinforcement consisted ot one or two intemediate 
grade deformed bar. placed in a single layer. Special. anchorage wu provided 
f'or al1 tension reinforcement. This consisted of a steel plate, 1/2 in. 
thick, 2 in. vide, and with the length equal. to the width of-~ beSll, which 
was we1ded to ~ ends ot the tension bars, (Pig. 2.1). All tension ,rein-
forcement was straight and extended the tull length ot the be_a. 
9 
The compression ~elnforc~ent consisted of one or two inte~ed1ate 
grade reinforcing bars placed in a single layer .near the top of the beam. 
All the bars except the No. 2 bars were defo~ed. All the compression steel 
was straight and extended the full length of the beams. No specia.1 anchorage 
or ties were provided. 
Web reinforcement consisted of No. 7 black annealed vire stirrups 
formed into closed loops. The number, spacing and inclination ot web rein-
forcement is shown in Fig. 2.1. 
The center of the compression reinforcement was 3/4 in. from the 
top surface of' the beam. This gave a minimum clearance of 9/16 in. for the 
largest bar used. The center of the tension reinforcement was 1 in. above 
the bottom surface of the beam. This resulted in a minimum. clearance of 
11/16 in. for the largest bar used. For be~s with reinforcement consisting 
of two bars, the centers of the bars were 3/4 in. frOO1 the sides of the beam. 
This resulted in a minimum side clearance of 7/16 in. for the tension steel 
and 9/16 in. for the compression steel. 
2.2 Materials and Fabrication 
Cement 
Marquette Type III, high-early-strength, Portland cement was used 
in all beams. It was purchased in sacks fran a local. dealer and stored 
under proper conditions. 
Aggregates. 
Wabash River sand and pea gravel were used f'or all mixes. The 
maximum size of the gravel was 3/8 in. The fineness modulus of the sand was 
about 3.2. The absorption in both aggregates was approximately one percent 
10 
by weight of the saturated surf'ace dry material. Both of these aggre.~ates 
have been used in the laboratory for previous in~estigations. 
Concrete Mixes 
The design of, the concrete mixes was based on results obtained 
from. previous investigations carried out in the laboratory using the same 
aggregates. Mixes were designed for ncm1nal l4-day strengths of 3000 and 
5000 psi. Actual strengths varied from 2890 to 3560 psi for the 3OOO-psi 
mix and tran 4960 to 5600 psi for the 5000-psi mix. 
Properties of the concrete mixes are given in Table 2..2. Ccmpresslve 
strengths are average'values for at least five standard 6 by 12-in. cylinders. 
The modulus of' rupture values are averages fran tests ot two 6 by 6 by 20'-1n. 
standard control beams loaded at the third points on a span ot 18 in. 
A11 beams were cast !raa a single batch. Since tb.e ba.tches were 
small, moisture control became a problem, especially if the Ilixes were 
batched with aggregates taken directly tran the bins. To obtain better 
contro1 of' the moisture, the quantities of the aggregates needed for a batch 
were premixed on the day prior to casting and stored under polyethylene 
f1lm to prevent loss of moisture to the air. This method proved satisfactory. 
Reinforcement 
Longitudinal tension reinforcement consisted of No.3, 4 or 5 
intermediate grade reinforcing bars. The longi tud1nal caJlpression rein-
forcement consisted of No. 2 or :3 intermediate grade bars. The No. 2 bars 
were plain rounds. The No. 3 bars were deformed meeting the requirements of 
AS'lM Designation A 305- 56T. To assure approximately similar properties, 
the reinforcement in each series of beams was cut fran the same bar. 
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A two-foot length was cut f'rOOL one end of each bar for a standard 
coupon test. The stress strain curve for each coupon was obt$1ned up to 
the beginning of the strain hardening range using an 8-in. microformer 
extensometer and an autanatic recording device on a 120, OOO-lb. Baldwin 
Universal Testing Machine. Beyond the strain hardening r~ and up to the 
point of failure, the elongations were measured over an 8-in. gage length 
using a metal rule wi. th graduations to 0.01 in. The complete stress-strain 
curves for all the longitudinal tension and c~pression steel are presented 
in Figs. Bl-B9 in Appendix B. Table 2.3 lists their mechanical properties. 
The web reinforcement was made from No. 7 black annealed wire 
having a diameter of 0.1770 in. This wire was received 1n the laboratory 
covered with a film of oil and dirt. Before using it, it was cleaned in a 
solution of hydrochloric acid, rinsed in water, and stored outside to 
rust. After the wire rusted, two coupon teats on two-foot long spec~ens 
established its yield point at 32 ks1. 
Casting and Curing 
All beams were cast on their sides in oiled wooden forms. The 
tension steel was supported and properly spaced by the anchorage plates 
welded to the ends of' the bars. For the beams with web reinforcement the 
compression steel was supported and properly spaced by the stirrupsj 
otherwise it was supported and spaced by temporary ties and spacers. 
The concrete was mixed for about six minutes in a 6-cu. fi. 
non-tilting horizontal drum. type mixer, placed in the forms, and ccmpacted 
wi th an internal rod vibrator. Not less than six standard 6 by 12-1n. 
control cylinders and two 6 by 6 by 2O-1n. control beams were cast 1n 
steel forms and also compacted vi th the vibrator. Generally one series 
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consisting ot three be8llla, two without web reinforcement and one with web 
reinforcement, were cast at one tiae to assure similar concrete strengths 
tor related tests. Exceptions to this casting procedure were BeMlS G3~-32 
and G33ll-32 which were cast as a pair, end Beam G3~-12 which was cast at 
the same tiae 88 Beams G:;;e-3l and G33D-:;1. 
IDmediately after casting, a :;/S-in. diameter steel rod with a 
1/4-in. diameter threaded hole a.t each end was placed 1n the vet concrete 
at midspan o~ the beam at approximately the posi tioD. ot the neutral axis. 
This rod was made to the exact width or the beam cast and was flush with 
both surfaces. It was used to tasten a steel cross bar to the beam. tor 
the attacbr:aent of the defiectlon gages. Several hours after casting, the 
surface of the be8Zll8 vas trowelled smooth and the cylinders were ca.pped 
with neat cement paste. 
The day tollowing casting, the specimens were removed fran the 
fonas and cured. The curing was the S8Dle for all beams. ~r removal 
fran the forms, tha:~ and control specimens were placed in the moist 
roam tor seven ~s. 
, 
They were then r~oved and stored in the labo~atorY 
until tested. 
Strain Gage Application 
Prior to casting, electric resistance strain gages were attached 
to the reinforcing bars. At the gage locations, the bar deformations were 
ground otf and a maooth surface prepared. Two types of gages were used ,on 
the reinforcement, HE-14l-B metalt1lJt ~ gaees having a gage length or l/4-in. 
and SR-4 Type A-7 wire gages also having a gage length ot l/4-in. The 
- - - - I 
HE-14l-B gages were applied, With GA-5 heat curing epoxy adhesive following 
the manufacturers inatructioJl8. The SR-4 Type A-1 gages were applied with 
Eastman 910 contact cement. 
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The gages were soldered to No. 22 plastic coated solid lead ~res. 
They were waterproofed with successive layers of wax, ~~~l waterproofing 
compound, asbestos ccmpound and epoxy resin. The leakage and electrical 
resistances were checked at various stages of application. Unsuitable gages 
were replaced. The instrumentation of the reinforcing steel will be 
discussed further in Section 3.2. 
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I 3. WADING APPARATUS, nrSTRtNERTATIOB,' TESTIlfG PROCEDURES 
3.1. LoadiDg Apparatus and Testing Equipaent 
A 6o-kip capaci ty pDeUllatic loadiug device was us'ed to a.pply both 
the static and ~c 'loads. This apparatus and its asaociated pressur1ziDg 
and control equipaent have been described canpletely in Reference 4. 
Figure 3.1& ie a photograph o't the lI8.Chine. This machine can apply a static 
load in tension or ccmpre8aion, a ccabination of a static load 8Jld a pulse 
load, or 8. pu.l.se load' of long or short duration, restr1c"d,~ only by its 
6o-kip capacity. 
For static loads, pressurized gas was directed into the main 
chamber to act on the piston. For d1Jlamic loads, the Dl8.Chine was operated: 
as an "implosion" aac~e. This was done, by storing preasuri zed gas in 
external. chaDbers and then releasing the gas into the internal chamber 
through a elide valve Dlechan1811l. Caaercial n1 trogen gas under high pressure 
vas used. 
The rise tiDle to maxiJWUD1 load tor the ~c loading, vas found 
to be approximately 0.003 sec. and seemed to be independent of the lo~ 
attained. The ~am1.c loads used in these teats were of w1nfiD1te- ..... "1_J' 
that ia, 1Jlax j:srula load was applied to the beam and held until the baSIl tailed. 
The load was tr8D.8Jl.itted to the test specimen through a distributing 
beam. which applied a two-point load at points 4-in. each aide of midspan. 
Figures 3.2 and 3.3b show the test setup. The distributing beam was equipped 
with load cells at each load. point to measure directly the load applied to 
the test specimen. The sum. of the outputs ot the two load cells vas con-
sidered to be the load applied to the 'beam. For the static tests, the out-·, 
put of a third load cell, which meaaured the load transferred to the 
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distrl but1ng beam fran the loading apparatus, was used as· a check on the 
sum. of' the outputs of' two load cells transferring load directly into the 
beam. The load cells bore on 4 by 4 by 1-in. bearing blocks which in turn 
rested on a 1/4-1n. thickness of leather belting placed on the top surface 
of the test spec~en. 
The stop beam (Fig. 3.2) which passed through the distributing 
beam was used to limit the vertical travel of the distributing beam. Its 
purpose was to stop the motion of the loading equipment and prevent possible 
damage to the testing apparatus after the beam. had failed. 
The beams were supported as shown in Figs. 3~lb 8lld 3.2. The 
system provided an almost frictionless resistance to lateral motion and 
rotation. The design of the reaction system limited the lateral movement 
at each support to a maximum. of· one inch. This allowed the test specimen 
to elongate axially about two inches before lateral restraint at the supports 
occurred. In most cases, this amount of movement was sufficient. Uplift 
at the resctions was prevented by a tie rod system. 
The reaction system described had no load-measuring devices. Studies 
of deep beams by Untrauer (2) showed that the total. applied load at any 
instant was nearly always equal to the total reaction. This indicates that 
the inertia forces do not contribute significantly to the force system and 
can be neglected. The applied load. could then be used as a measure of the 
resistance or the test specimens without introducing a large error. 
The supporting frame for the testing equipnent and the loading 
apparatus is shovn in Fig. 3.3a. It consists of two welded rectangular 
structural steel bents , bolted to a base and made rigid by a system of 
lateral bracing. The base consists of a rectangular mat of structural shapes 
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partially encased in concrete. Provision was made for the attaclD.ent of 
measuring devices to the frame. 
3.2 Instrumentation 
Applied loads, de f'lections , and steel and concrete straina were 
measured in both the static and ~am1c tests with electrical measuring 
devices. Loads were measured with load. cells, the aefiection with l1near-
variable differential transformers, and the strains with electrical-resistance 
strain gages. The signals fran the measuring devices vere recorded on 
photographic paper by magnetic oscillographs. 
(a) Measuring Equipnent 
Loads 
Load applied to the specimen by the distributing beam was measured 
at each load. point by a load. cell. Each load cell consisted of a hollow 
steel cylinder rigidly fastened to the distributing beam and threaded at the 
bottau end to ha.lf rounds of steel. The load cells were designed to resist 
one-third as much load laterally 8.8 axially without yielding in order to 
allow for the vedg1ng action of the deforming test specimen. To minimize 
lateral detoraatlons of the cells under load, a liB-in. plate spacer was 
fastened betveen the load cells at the level of the b.a.U' rounds (Fig. ,.2). 
Instrumentation of' each load. cell consisted of four SR-4 Type !D7 
strain gages arranged in a Wheatstone bridge circuit. The gages were 
mounted at IIL1d.helght of the cells in an alternating horizontal and vertical 
pattern at 90 degree 1ntervals arotmd the circumference. The vertical gages 
:tormed opposite legs of' the bridge and were oriented perpendicular to the 
long axis of the test specimen. This arrangement resulted in a strain output 
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increase of about 2.6 and eliminated the effects of bending. The sensitivity 
of this load dynamcmeter was approximately 45 kip per O~OOl strain. 
The load cells were calibrated by placing them in a 120,OOO-lb 
Baldwin Universal Testing machine, applying increments of load, and recording 
the corresponding strain output With a. strain indicator. With this data 
a calibration curve was established. At the start of a series of tests, the 
strain bridge on the load. cells was read with a strain indicator while 
selected resistors were shunted across one leg of the bridge. The measured 
output of the strain bridge was converted to equi vaJ.ent load for each 
resistor and this information was then used to determine the value of the 
calibration steps for the oscillograph records obtained with the s~e re-
sistors. 
Deflections 
Deflections were measured at the top of the beams at midspan "With 
l1near-variable-differential transformer deflection gages, designated here-
after as LVDT deflection gages. The fixed ends of these gages were .attached 
to a rigid bracket mounted on 2-1n. diameter pipe supports (Fig. 3.2). The 
movable cores were firmly attached to the ends of a cross bar which was 
attached to the top of the beam. at midspan and cantilevered out from. each 
side. Three defiection gages were mounted in this manner. Two gages, 
placed s~etrically about the midline of the be~, were designed to measure 
the denections up to yielding, and were calibrated onl.y to 0.10 in. maximum 
deflection. The average of the deflections measured vi th these two gages 
was considered to be the deflection at midspan. The third gage was used 
to measure deflections beyond yielding and up to the maximum load and was 
cali brated to a maximtnn deflection of 2.0 in. This gage was mounted at 
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one end of the cross bar, and it was 8S8U11led that tor the large valu.& 
o't de:tl.ection, the errors due to twisting of the beam would belll8J..l. 
The brackets to w'bich the fixed ends of the LVDT gages were' attached 
'Were equipped. with a threaded device which permitted the ra.f:.~1ng and lowering 
o't the fixed ends ot the transto:naerstor cal.1bration pllrp.)sea. Increments 
o't d1spl.acement, controll~d with dial indicators were recorded on the 
oscillograph records to g1 ve the required ealibration stepa. 
The 2-in. diameter pipe. were well braced to the. testing :trame by 
a series of one-half Ineh diameter turnbuckles and rods. This bracing reduced 
the tendency of the pipes to T1 brate, and thus introduce secondary effects 
. into the deflection aeasurea.ents • Although 8. previOUS investigation (!) 
shoved that these effects Were -.all, it seemed desirable to eliminate or 
at least reduce them. to the greatest extent possible. 
Steel and Concrete Strains 
Strains in the tension re1nf'orcement were measured at midspan with 
RE-141 Type B, post-yield foil resistance strain gages, and SR-4 Type A-7 
bonded wire resistance strain gage~. The HE-141. Type B gages, were applied 
to the reinforcing end oriented I so that they measured the strain on the 
side of the bar facing the bottaa surface of the be... In several tests 
these gages were supplemented with SR- 4. Type A-7 gages attached to the 
adj acent bar for beam.s with two tension bars, or on the opposite face. of 
the same bar for beems with a single bar. For Be8Dl8 G33S-31, G33D- 31, 
G3~-32 and G33D-32, the stra1n distribution along the tension steel was 
determined by mounting ¢.d1 tionaJ. SR-4 Type A-7 gages eight inches each 
side of midspan. 
Each stra1n gage toraed one l.eg of a Wheatstone bridge with three 
d.uaa.y gages. The strain bridges were calibrated by shunting selected 
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resistors across one leg of the bridge and recording the equivalent strain 
with a strain indicator. The same resistors were used to es~ablish the 
strain calibra.tions on the oscillograph records at the beginning of each 
test. 
Concrete strains were measured on the top surface of the beam at 
midspan with a single SR- 4 Type A- 3 wire resistance strain gage. In B~ams 
G33S-21~ G33D-2l and G33D-22, two additional gages were mounted seven inches 
each side of midspan to determine the distribution of the concrete strains 
along the top surface. Similarly each gage formed one leg of a Whea.tstone 
bridge vi th three dummy gages. The bridges were calibrated as described 
above. 
(b) Recording Equipment 
Signals fram the electrical measuring devices were recorded on 
photographic paper with Hathaway 3-14 magnetic oscillographs operating on a. 
MCR-18 carrier measuring system.. Figure 3.4 shows a block diagram of the 
measuring and recording system. A timing trace was put on all records by a 
timing trace generator. 
Two oscillographs were used to ~·ecord the output $ignals frau the 
measuring e'1uipnent. The opening and closing of a gang switch through 
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which the timing traces passed caused a simultaneous break in the timing 
trace on each oscillograph record tying together positively the records 
of the t",o oscillographs. 
At intervals throughout the static tests, photographs ot the beam 
were taken on 35-mm film to record the progress and development of major 
crack patterns at various stages of loading. They were tied to the 
oscillograph records by noting the gas pressure at the instant the pictures 
were taken. This gas pressure was then related to tl;le load recorded by 
the osc~l1ograph records. 
A 16-DD Wollensak high speed movie c811.era was used to photograph 
all the beams tested ~callY' at a speed of 4000 frsaes per second. These 
pictures provided a eontinuous record o-r crack formation and beam. behavior 
under load and proved to be valuable ill detem1 01 ng the modes of failure. 
The film. strips were tied to the oscillograph records through the same gang 
sv1 tch that was used to cause a break in the timing traces on the oscillo-
graph records. The opening and closing or the switch caused a saall neon 
light to :nash simultaneous with the break. in the, timing traces. This lamp 
vas strategically located so that its flash was recorded by the ceaera. 
3.3 Test Procedure 
Until the actual application ot load began, the preparation ot the 
test beams and the testing procedure was the same. The beams were usually 
tested in groups ot three designated as a test series. Four beams vere 
tested :in pa.irs; G33S-31. and G33D-31, and G33S-32 and G33D-32; and one 
beam, G3!S-12, vas tested alone. All tests in one series were carried out 
in succession as rapidly as possible, depending on the time required to set 
up each bela in the testing frame. Figure 3. 3b shows a photograph of a. 
beam 1n position and ready to test. 
Beam Preparation 
Prepara.tion of the beams tor testing began with seating them. on 
a 1/2-10. thick bearing plate at the supports with a rapid setting bigh-
strength gypsum cement. A special Jig was used to keep the beam in a. 
vertical. position while 1 t was being seated. Slight imperfections in casting 
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necessi.ta.ted this initial step to assure that the beams would stand verti-
cally on the reactions. 
After the beam was seated, its midspan was loca.ted, the posl tion 
tor the load blocks established, and the position for the concrete gage 
marked. The surface of the beem. at the gage location was sanded smooth with 
coarse emery paper, and the SR- 4 Type A- 3 gage was mounted vi th Duco Cellulose 
cement and held in pos1 tion by a light weight. After the gage dried, 1 t 
was checked for serviceabil1 ty by measuring its res:1.stance and the leakage 
to ground. Lead wires were attached and the· gage was then ready to use. 
The cross bar, to which the movable cores of the LVDT deflection 
gages were to be fastened, was posi tioned on the beam with the a.1.d of a 
metal square and fastened firmly by the tie rods to the 3/8-1n. diameter 
threaded steel rod cast, into t1ie beam. The bean waS placed in the testing 
rig, the leather pads and load. blocks positioned, and the distr1buting beam. 
brought to bear. The tiedovms at the supports were positioned and tightened, 
the cores of the deflection gages fastened to the cross bar 1 and the strain 
gage leads connected to the recording equipnent. The beam was then ready 
for test. 
Static Tests 
In the static test, the calibration steps were first put onto the 
oscillogra.ph records. The gain of the amplifiers h.ad. been adjusted so that 
the maximum trace deflection, which represents a value of load, strain or 
defiection, would remain on the record. The recording equipnent was started 
and the load applied at a rate such that the beam would fail in one to two 
minutes. Photographs were taken at intervals throughout the test" as 
described previously, until the beam. failed. When the beam :failed, the 
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recording equipaent was stopped, the pressure was bled off the loading 
device, the piston raised, and zero readings of the load. cells taken. 
Dynamic Tests 
Betore each d.ynam1c test, a dry run was m.ade to make sure that the 
solenoid on the slide valve triggering mechanism and the high speed c~ra 
were operating properly.· The external chamber or the pneumatic loading 
device was partially pressurized before the calibration steps were put on 
the records. When the calibrations were callpletely recorded, the external 
chamber was pressurized to the desired value. The auxiliary chambers for 
operating the slide valves were then pressurized. The oscillographs were 
. started and the load was applied by throwing ~ switch which energ:l.zed the 
solenoid on the slide valve mecha.n1sm. and started the high speed camera. 
A timing device on the awi tch perm1 tted 1be-caaaera to .. start operating 1/4 
second before the solenoid vas energized. After the beam failed, the 
oscillographs were shut ott, the pressure bled fran the loading device, the 
j 
piston raised and the zero readings of the load cells tske~. 
Photographs of all. beams, static and d.yna:m:1.c, were taken after 
tailure. 
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4. RESULTS OF STATIC TESTS 
4.1 Introductory Remarks 
The static tests described in this section were carried out 
primaril.y as companions to the dynamic tests. Their purpose 'WaB to provide 
a base to which the results of the dynamic tests could be related. However, 
the static tests in themselves are of interest, and for that reason it 
seems desirable to discuss them separately. 
Various investigators have studied the problem of the stress 
distribution in reinforced concrete deep beams, both theoretically and 
experimente.lly. A survey of the Ii terature reported by Austin (1) outlines 
briefly the work that has been done. Probably the greatest value of these 
early studies was that they brought out the deficiencies of applying shallow 
beam concepts to very deep members. Notably, in very deep members the C~-
pressive stresses at the support and load points have a considerable influence 
on the distribution of the internal stresses and CaDDot be assumed to be 
.. 
negligi ble as is done in shallow beams. However, there seems to be a gradual 
transition from shallow beams to deep beams and a region exists where the 
sha.Ll.ow beam concepts can be applied to what is defined as moder9.tely deep 
beams. The specimens tested in this investigation were considered as 
moderately deep members. That is, the span to depth ratio was greater than 
two but less than six or seven~ which is considered the limit or the shallow 
beam range. 
Thirteen static testa are niscussed. Eleven spec~ens had no web 
reinf'orcement and the remaining two specimens had. vertical stirrups. The 
number of variables involved precludes an independent study or these results; 
therefore} current sbear and flexural strength concepts as applied to shallow 
.-ben are cou1dered in relat101l to- the streDgth' aDd behaY1or. ot the teat 
spec1lleDa. '!'he appl1cabil1 t,. ot tbe.e concepts are discussed and tbe' d'S-f'-
terence a are pointed. out. 
4.2 Presentation ot Test Data SDd Results 
'!'be results ot the 13 stat1c teats m-e s\l8&r1zed in Table' 4.1. 
The values ot load aDd detlect10n at yielding are those obta.1.Ded fl-ca the 
1D.tersection ot the pr1.Jlary' and secondary slopes ot the load-deflection 
curns as shown in Figs. ~.1-4.5. The values ot load and defleetion ~t 
ult1aate capa.c1t7 are tho.e at eou.apae of the test spec1meD.a. The load 
values iDclude 11 ve load only; the tot&1 weight o'f thA beeas yy less t'h· ... 
70 lb. 
Load-deflection cUrYe. tor the static teste ere presented in 
Figs. 4.1 throMgh 4.5. Selected points traa the o.c111ograph traces ot 
. . 
load versus time and deflection versuS t1ae were ccab1ned to define the 
shapes o't the curves. They are grouped according to s1m:llar Lid ratios and. 
concrete strengths. 
Curves o't load Teraua a:teel .train and ot lQad versus cOIlcrete 
strain were s1ll1larly' det1ned trca the strain-t1lle traces 8Ild are preseated. 
in Pigs. 4.8 through 4.22 8Dd 4.23 through ~. ~5. which include also the load-
stra1D. curves tor the ~c teata •. These latter will be discussed in 
Chapter 5, which 18 reserved tor the dyQaa1c test results. The upper set 
ot curves in Figs. 4.8-4.22 covers the eaaple~ range of the steel .trains 
measured; tbe . lover set o't curves shows, to. & larger acale, the steel stra1Ds 
up to yield. 
ID aeveral ot the 'be_, add1t10D&l. strain gage,e.-vere placed on 
tAe tena10n steel at 1I1c.t.p8ll. S1nce the str&1na _aiJUred nth these gages 
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were in close agreement with those fran the regular gages, only the readings 
of the regular gages are presented in Figs. 4.8-4.22. 
Sketches of the crac~ patterns at failure for the static tests are 
presented in Fig. 4.}6 together with those tor the dynsmic tests. The 
widths of the lines indicates the relative size and importance of cracks. 
Photographs or the beams after failure are sho'WIl in Fig. 4.37. 
4.3 Behavior Under Load. and Mode of Failure 
Load-Defiection Curves 
~ load deflection curve for a besm represents an over-all 
property 'Which is usefUl for illustrating the behavior of the beam under 
load and tor evaluating the effects of variables. 
The load-deflection curves in Figs. 4.1-4.5 for the beams tested 
statically show two major stages of behavior. First, the "elastic ll behavior 
of the be5nB up to yielding of the tension reinforcement. And second, the 
"inelastic" behavior after yielding and up to ultimate, where the deto:ma.tions 
beccme large vi tb respect to load. 
Tbe portion of the load-deflection curve up to yield can be 
approximated by a 8traight line. Actually, because of the formation of 
cracks, vh1 en reduces the stiffness of the beam and increases the tension 
steel stresses, the rate of deflection increases continual.ly with load. 
The snape of the load-deflection curve af'ter yield roughly 
follows the shape of the stress-strain curve for the tension reintorcement. 
T-uis Call be seen in Figs. 4.1-4.5 for the beams having large deformations 
before :failure. Corresponding to the yield range of the tension steel, the 
load. defiection curve has a relatively fiat slope. When the tension steel 
reaches the strain-hardening region, the slope increases and the load again 
begins to increase. The beau with large steel percentages show this shape 
lIore . distinctly thaD the be8lll8 with low steel percentages. 
The grad:ual transi tlon traa the elastic to the inelastic stage 
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of behavior was due to the progressive yielding of the .tension rein:torcement 
along the span end seems to be more noticeable for the beams with the high 
steel.ratios. A sharp transition between the. elastic and inelastic stages, 
as was observed tor :seas G2qg-21 aDd G3;B-21 b.av1ng low steel ratios, is 
due to more nearly' simultaneous yielding ot the tension reinforcement along 
the span. 
Load-deflection curves are useful 'for distinguishing between 
flexure and shear tailures. Beams· tailing in flexure exhibIt large inelastic 
deformations before failure whereas beams tailing in shear usually exhibit 
little or no inelastic defol"!ll8.tion. This can be illustrated by considering 
Fig. 4.6, which shows a typical. load-deflection curve for a beam exb1 bi t1ng 
large inelastic detorm.ations. Point A. marks the beginning of inel~tic 
behavior. The portion ot the curve frem A to B shows the beh&v.ior to the 
maximum. or "ult111late" load, and the portion frcm B to C shows the gradual 
decrease in load between "ult1ma.te" and f'iD8l. collapse. It was not possible 
in the static tests to obtain the portion of' the curve from B to C because 
the nature of the loading did not allow the load to drop ott gra.duaJ.ly 
a.:rter the ultimate was reached, and the beam tailed suddenly. 
Ordinarily if' a beam. tailed at a deflection corresponding to the 
points marked 1 and 2 on Fig. 4.6, it would be called a shear tailure. If'· 
1 t tailed at point 3, 4, or 5i t would be ca.l1ed a. flexure 'failure. 
Cracld.l!g Co~1gurations and Modes of Failure 
A study o"r the f'onaat1on and developent ot cracks in a reinforced 
concrete member under load 18 essential to determine 1 ts behavior and mode 
of fa:1l.ure. In deep beams, two types of' cracks are considered 1lII:portant: 
flexural cracks which usually appear in the m1daPa,n region at sections ot 
ma.x1mUlll 1I.anent; and inclined cracks which usua.lly begin at t~ botta; ot 
.' 
the be81ll near the supports and propagate upward toward midspan. 
In the following paragraphs the behavior of the beaas 18 discussed 
in relation to the crack patte rna developed during the test. Oving to the 
nature of the test procedUre, the first cracks beC8IIe visible only near yield 
although the load-denection and load-steel strain curves, Figs. 4.1-4.5 and 
4.8-4.22 indicate that cracking actually began at a load equal to about 
one-third ot the yield load. The cracks discussed are only those wide enough 
to appear ill a photograph and thus correspond to those visible at or near 
yield; nevertheless, they form the major crack patterns. 
& 
In deep be8ll18, the inclined cracks are more important than the 
flexural. cracks, since they have a much greater 1nfiuence on the behavior. 
The formation ot inclined cracks ellm.1nates the inclined principal tena11e 
.tresses necessary for beam. action and causes a redistribution ot the 
.-:.~ 
internal stresses wbichresults in a tied arch action in which the reintorce-
ment acts as the tension tie and the portions o"t the concrete beam outside 
the inclined eraclts act as the' &reh rl b. 
Figure 4.7a shows the typical effect ot inclined cracks on the 
behavior of deep beams. The solid 11nes represent the strain distributions 
which result tran the t'ormation or inclined cracks; the dashed lines repre-
sent the theoretical strain distributions if' inclined cracks did not form. 
Once the inclined cracks have tormed, the strains in the tension steel beccme 
nearly un1torm along the entire length of the beam, and the concrete stra1.ns 
tend to concentrate at midspan over the inclined cracks. 
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Arch behavior in deep beams causes very high stresses in the tension 
reinforcement near the supports. If special provision is not made to anchor 
the bars at the supports, the beams may tail in anchorage or bond before 
reaching their "f'lexuraltt or "shear" capacity. 
Arch behavior is not a phenanenon pecuJ.iar, only to deep beams. It 
develops locally in ordinary reinforced concrete beams, when inclined cracks 
form. at sane location in the shear span away freD the support and causes 
the strain in the tension reinforcement along the horizontal projection of 
the incl.ined crack to beccae uniform (Fig. 4.11». The concrete strains 
beccme concentrated in a region near the upper end ot the inclined crack. 
In Fig. 4. 7b the solid lines represent the strain distri but10ns for an 
ordinary be8lIl vi th inclined cracks and the dashed lines represent the 
theoretical strain distributions if' inclined cracks did not form. 
The sketches ot the crack patterns in Figs. 4. 36 show that the 
deep beams tested statically had 'fell developed inclined cracks at failure, 
and thus behaved as tied arches. 
Flexure Failure 
In Table 4,1 the modes of failure have been described as flexure, 
shear, or fiexure-shear. A reinforced concrete beam tails in flexure when 
the bending stresses in the region of high manent cause the concrete to 
crush in the ccapresslon zone or cause the longitudinal tension reinforcement 
to rupture. Failure by crushing of the concrete in the caapres sion zone can 
occur before, a1mu.l taneously with, or after yielding of' the tension rein-
forcement. Similarly, members can fail by rupture of' the long! tud1nal 
tension reinforcement before, s~ultaneously with, or after the concrete in 
the canpression zone begins to crush. In deep beams, a flexure failure is 
defined as a. failure ot the ~t1e.d archtl by a. crushing of the concrete rib 
in compression a.t the "crow" or by a rupture of the tension "tie". Beams 
G33S-21 and G34s-21 failed by crushing of the concrete at the If crown" • Beams 
G23S-21., G24s-11 and G24s-21 failed by rupture of the tension "tie". 
For the beams lh1ch failed in flexure J the first crack to form vas 
either a. vertical crack ne8l.'" midspsn or an inclined crack which usually 
started at the bottan of' the beam near a. support. At advanced stages of' 
loading, both vertical and inclined cracks formed and became well developed. 
For Beams G24s-21, G33S-21, G34s-21 and G44s-11, the first visible crack 
was an l.nclined cra.ck. For Beam G23S-21 the first visible crack was a 
vertical. crack near the midspan. For Beams G24s-21 and G4;6-11 the na.ture 
of the first crack could not be determined. In Beam G33S-21 the inclined 
cracks started away fran the support, but propagated along the reintorcing 
to the support causing unbouding of the tension reinforcement and formation 
of' the typical arch. For beams with Lid = 2 the inclined cracks advanced 
at approx..1Ja.ately 45 degrees toward midspan and then rose almost vertically 
to the ccmpression zone. For Lid ~ 3 or 4, the diagonal cracks propagated 
at approximately 45 degrees toward the load. point and arched over toward 
midspan 1n the canpression zone. 
Shear Failure 
A reinforced concrete beam of' ordinary span and depth can fail in 
shear in various 'Ways. Failures in such beams begin with the formation of a. 
diagona.l tension crack as a result of combined bending and shearing stresses. 
Once this diagonal crack has formed, the beam. ma.y fail in one of several. 
modes. The member may collapse at the inception of the diagonal crack by 
crushing ot the concrete 1n the canpression zone j this mode of failure has 
been reterred to as "diagonal.-tensionl!. If' the member can carry additional 
load after the formation of the diagonal crack, 1 t may fail in one of two 
ways: the crack DI.&y' extend into the canpress10n zone and the member may fail 
by crushing of the concretejth1s has been called a flshear-canpression" 'failure. 
Or, the crack may advance alODg the tension reinforcement toward the support 
until failure occurs in bond and anchorage; this has been called a "shear-
tension" failure. Members may also fail in a caub1nation of shear-tension 
and shear-ccnpression. Shear-canpression and shear-tension failures have 
been observed in shallow beams both betore and afier yielding of the longi-
tudinal tension reinforcement. 
When the ratio ot shear span to effective depth is small, as in 
the deep beams considered in this investiga.tion, a shear failure must be 
defined sOOlewhat difierently than that observed for ordinary beams since it 
seems to be a modified torm ot "shear-ccmpression" type of failure. Failure 
is preceded by the formation of a "second" inclined crack which extends fran 
the load point to the support outside the first inclined crack and rwghly 
parallel to it. This gives the beam a "strut-like" li'-ppearance between the 
load point and the support and failure occurs with the destruction of this 
strut, accanpanied by shearing· off of the unloaded portion of the be·am outside 
the load blocks and unbonding of the tension reinforcement aver the supports. 
Destruction of" the strut may occur simultaneously with the forma.tion of the 
second inclined crack, or the beam may support ad.di tiona! load after its 
formation. This type of "shear" failure can occur before, simultaneously 
with, or after yielding of the tension reinforcement. 
For the beams which failed in shear, inclined cracks formed in 
all beams prior to failure. The presence of' flexural. cracks W8.8 not observed, 
although the load-steel strain curves indicated their presence. Beams 
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G33S-11 and G33S-12 tailed in shear soon after the tension reint'orcem.ent yielded 
and were not able to support load after the formation of the second inclined 
crack. Beams G33S-31 and G3;6-32 were able to support additional. load after 
formation of the second inclined crack and failed in shear almost saul taneously 
wi th yielding of the tension reinforcement. 
Flexure-Shear Failure 
Beams G238-11, G348-ll, G4}S-11 and G44s-1l have been called 
flexure-shear ~eilures in Ta.ble 4.1. According to the load-deflection curves 
of Figs. 4.1-4.5 the failure of theae beaBLS would and possibly should be 
called fiexural failures. However, their behavior at failure was enough. 
d.1tf"erent fran that of the fiexure f'e.11ures described previously that it vas 
decided to consider them separ .. ately. The particular characteristic which 
separa.tes these beams fran those faillng in fiexure 1s that ultimate collapse 
occurred in a manner identical to that described tor the shear ~a11ureB. It 
will be shown later in this chapter that these beams reached their tul.l 
fiexural capacity. It 'Will also be shown that, according to the cr1 tenon 
established for predicting shear strength, these same beams had also reached 
their f'u1.l shear .capaci ty. 
For the beams which tailed in fiexure- shear, both flexural and 
inclined cracks formed and beceune well developed at failure. These beams 
railed by destruction ot the inclined strut at the formation of the second 
inclined crack. 
Steel Strains 
The load-steel strain curves for the static tests ot Figs. 4.8-4.22 
show the two major stages in the behavior ot the beams under load; the elastic 
behavior up to yield, and the inel.ast1c behavior after yield. Corresponding 
i 
to e1astic behavior before cracking, the slope of the curves are steep. The 
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tor.matlon and devel~ent of cracks, which means that the concrete in the 
tension zone can DO longer carry any stress, causes the steel strains to 
increase more rapidly with load and produces a. change in the slope of the 
curve. The transi tion fran the "uncracked" condi tion to the n fully-cracked" 
condition seems to be more sharply defined in these be8DlS than in beams of 
ordinary depths. This is due to the developnent of inclined cracks and the 
tormation ot arch action. 
Yielding marks the beginning ot the inelastic stage where the 
strains increase rapidly with load. For the beams which tailed a.:rter a 
large amount ot detormation, the load-steel strain curves have the same general 
shape as the stress-strain curves for the tension reinforcement. Rege.rdl.ese 
of the tn>e of failure, the tension steel in all beams reached yield at or 
betore failure. 
The steel strain curves for Beams G3;B- 31 and G3~- 32 in Figs. 
4.15 and 4.17 show the arching behavior that develops in deep beams at the 
tormation of the inclined cracks. Up to the formation of' the inclined cracks, 
the beams exh1 b1 ted typical beam-type behavior with the strains being 
d1strl buted along the tension reinforcement roughly in accordance to the 
d1 stri bution of manent. The tormation ot the inclined cracks and the 
resulting redistribution ot internal stresses caused the strains in the steel 
near the support to increase rapidly until they became of the same order of' 
magn1 tude as the strains at midspan. Arter inc:),.ined cracking, the strain 
in the bar adjacent to the support increased at a slightly greater rate 
than the strain at midspan and yielding occurred near the supports. 
Canparison ot the load-steel strain curves in Fig. 4.17 shows 
that the presence ot the web reinforcement in Beam G3}s- 32 seemed to have no 
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eftect on its beh~or when compared to Be~ G33S-3l without web re1ntorc~ent. 
Inclined cracking developed at almost the same load. and strain 1n each case. 
The slight dif'ferences in maximum load and strain are due mainly to differences 
in the concrete strengths and properties of the tension re1nforc~ent. 
Csmcrete Strains 
The curves of load versus concrete strain presented 1n Figs. 4.23 to 
4. 35 are similar in shape to the steel strain curves and show the two major 
stages of behavior ; namely, elastic up to yield and inelastic after yield. 
The concrete strains increase with load until the concrete begin8 to crush. 
Crushing is identified by the decrease in measured strain with increase in 
load. The maximum recorded concrete strains tor the static tests are pre-
sented in Table 4.2. These strairis do not represent the true crusbiLg strains 
because the strains presented were those measured at midspan and crushing 
was observed first near the load. blocks • Although the strain should 
theoretlca.lly be constant throughout the midspan region since the mcment is 
constant, it is evident that this was not the case ~ When crushing occurred 
at one section there was a relieving of' strain at adjacent sections. 
Concrete strain as high as 0.0091 was measured tor Beam. G24s-21 
before it failed in flexure by rupture of the tension reinforcement with 
little or no visible crushing. The lowest measured midspan concrete strain 
tor a beam failing in flexure was 0.0044, for Beam G4;6-l1 which tailed 1n 
flexure- shear. The average measured concrete stre.1n at observed crushing 
for beams tailing in flexure was 0.0059. All or the beams which tailed in 
flexure carried a maximum load greater than that observed at crushing 
except Beam G24S-21 tor vhich the maximum measured strain occurred at the 
ultimate load. 
For beazas fa1l1Dg in shear, the measured concrete strains at midspan 
varied hem 0.0010 at failure tor Beam G33S- 32 to 0.0047 at a load less than 
maximum for Besn G336-11. 
Figure 4.28 contains load-strain curves "tor Beam G33S-21 at three 
locations along the top sur-tace o"t the beam. The typical trans"ter to arch 
action 1s quite noticeable. Betore cracking the concrete strains are 
distributed roughly according to the di8tribution at manents. Wi th cracking, 
the strain at lI1dspan increases rapidly and becOOles very large whereas the 
strains outside the load blocks remain small. 
4.4 Discussion ot Test Results 
The efi'ects of' the variables on the atrength and behavior of the 
beams tested are discussed in this section. The variables considered were 
the concrete strength, tension steel percentage, LId ratiO, and the presence 
of a ncn1nal amount ot web reintorcement. 
Concrete Strength 
As vas expected, cbanging the nalinal concrete strength :tran 3000 
to 5000 psi had negligible effect on the ultimate strength of beams failing 
in flexure but produced an increase in strength for beams failing in shear. 
Caaparill8 Besrns G23S-21 and G248-21, 8Ild G33S-21 end G31Js-21, in Table 4.1 
shows the negl1g1 ble increase in strength tor the fiexure failures. Ccmpar1ng 
Beams G238-11 and G248-ll shows that the measured concrete strength changed 
the mode of failure frau fiexure- shear to flexure with negl1gi ble change in 
strength •. Ccmparing G33S-11 and G3~-1l.·shows, however, that the increase 
in concrete strength changed the mode of failure trcm shear to f'lexure- shear 
with an increase in strength of about :;0 percent. The results tor Beams 
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.G43S-11 and G44S-ll both failing 1n flexure-shear, shoW' a negligible increase 
in strength but a large increase in deflection before failure, with the 
increase in concrete strength. 
Steel Percentage 
The effect of changing the percentage of tension reinforcement 
can be illustrated by canparing beams in which the concrete strength and Lid 
ratios remain constant. As expected, increasing the amount of tension steel, 
increased the ca.paci ty ot the beams and tended to change the mode of failure 
:from f'lexure to shear. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.3 and Table 4.1. Beam 
G33S-21 with a low percentage of steel had a low strength, a large increase 
in ultimate defiection, and failed in flexure. Beams G3;B-ll and G3}q-12 
wi th moderate steel percentages failed in shear shortly after yielding of 
the tension steel, and G33S-31 and G33S-32 with fairly high steel percentages 
failed in shear at yield. 
LId Ratio 
Increasing the depth of a beam increased the manent capacity 
because ot the increase in the lever ann. of the internal forces. However, 
there is not a proportional increase in shear strength because the total 
cross-sectional area was kept constant in these tests. Theretore increasing 
the depth increased the load carrying ca.paci ty insofar as manent is concerned 
only if the shear capacity had not been reached. This was observed and can 
be illustrated using the results in Table 4.1. 
For beams failing in flexure or in predaDinately a fiexure mode, 
G23S-11 and G3~-21, and G248-11 and G34s-21, shoved a 60 percent increase 
in strength for a 50 percent increase in depth. For· beams in vb! ch the 
mode of failure changed sharply fran predanina.tely flexure to shear, such as 
G43S-11 to G33S-11, there was a negligible change in strength but a notice-
able decrease in the ul t1m.ate deflection. 
Web Reinforcement 
The presence ot web re1n:rorcement in the form of' vertical and 
inclined stirrups had only a relatiTely SMall effect on the strength and 
behavior ot the be8Dl8 tested statically, but this effect was not the same 
for all. beams. The results ot the tests will therefore be discussed in groups 
to show the ettects ot the presence ot web reinforcement. 
It was expected that web reinrorcement would slow the development 
of' inclined cracks, cause a more tavorable distribution of stress, by pre-
venting arch action, and increase the resistance to shear failure. It has 
already been show. in Section 4.3 that up to 1.09 percent of web rein.f'orcem.ent 
had no effect on the development ot inclined cracks. In the discussion to 
tollow it will be shown that for the beams with web reinforcement there 
was a SMall increase in the ultimate strength and a decrease in the defiectlon 
at ultimate for beams which failed in flexure and shear if the mode of 
tailure was not changed. However, if' the beam with web reinforcement tailed 
in fiexure or fiexure-shear whereas its canpanion beam without web reinforce-
ment tailed in shear, or flexure-shear, there was an increase in both strength 
and defiection. 
The load-deflection curves for Beams G33S~12 and G33S-32 with 
web rei nf"orcement j replotted to a larger scale, are sho"a w"1 th 8 1 mi lar curves 
tor their ccmpanion beams without web reinforcement, G33S-11 and G3;B-31, in 
Figs. 4.38 and 4.39. Similarly, the load. strain curves for the two beams 
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with web reinforcement and for their companion beams without web reinforce-
ment ll!Ire been replotted and are presented in Figs. 4.44 and 4.45. The 
load-deflection curves for those of Untrauer's (3) be~s for which there 
were ccmpanion beams without web reinforcement in this series are shown in 
Fig. 4.40 to 4.43, plotted to a different scale from Figs. 4.38 and 4,39. 
The test results for Untrauerrs beams are summarized 1n Table 4.3. 
Figure 4.38 shows that G33S-12 with web reinforcement exhibited 
a decrease 1n deflection as ccatpared to G333-11. Both beams failed in 
shear shortly af'ter yielding. Figure 4.44 shows that the web reinforcement 
had. virtually no effect on the concrete and steel strains at midspan, and 
thus indicates that the stress distribution in G33S-l2 was not greatly 
influenced by the presence of the web steel. 
Figure 4.39 shows that G33S-32 with web reinforcementexhib1ted 
a small decrease in maximum load and deflection as canpared to G33S-;1 
without veb reinforcement. Both beams failed in shear shortly after yielding. 
Figure 4.45 shows, that there was a large decrease 1n the midspan concrete 
strain f'or G3}s- 32 and a small increase in the midspan steel strain, which 
indicates that the deflection at maximum load for G33S-32 should be less 
than for G33S-3l. 
Figures 4.40 and 4.41 include load-deflection curves :for the beams 
with and without web reinforcement which failed in flexure. Beams F362 and 
F2Sl with web reinforcement showed an increase in strength and a decrease in 
dllctility 'When compared to the beams without web reinforcement G33S-21 and 
G24s-11. The strength increase is due mainly to the different strength 
properties of the tension reinforcement. The decrease in ultimate de:f'lection 
reflects the influence oftbe web reinforcement on the stress distributions 
by reducing the degree of arch behavior. 
Figure 4.42 includes the load-denection curve tor the beam with web 
reinf"orcement which tailed in flexure and its canpanion beam without web 
reinforcement which tailed in fiexure-shear. Beam F4s22 with web. reinf'orce-
ment showed an increase in strength and deflection, and a change in the mode 
of failure as canpared to G44s-11 without web reinforcement. 
Figure 4.43 includes the load-deflection curves f'or Beams F3S3 and 
G3~-ll with and without web reinforcement, both of which failed in fiexure-
shear. Beam F363 with web reinforcement showed 8D.increase in strength and 
ultimate deflection as canpared to G34s-11 without web reinforcement. The 
increase in strength is due mainly to the different strength properties of 
the tension reinforcement. The increase in deflection reflects the influence 
of' the 'Web reinforcement on the stress distributions by reducing the degree 
ot arch behavior and :t'orcing the beam. more toward a fiexure failure. 
For all beams with web reinforcement there was a very noticeable 
reduction in the 8Dlount of'visible damage as canpared to the beams 'Without 
web reinforcement. 
For the beams without web reinforcement, the eftects ot the variables 
are illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.46 as a plot of Lid versus percentage 
of tension reinforcement. On this plot regions of flexure and shear failures 
f'or the beams tested can be separated, though rather roughly, by lines 
which are a function of concrete strength. Briefly, this figure says that 
shear strength increases with concrete strength and the ef'fect of this 
variable is more noticeable at low than at high Lid ratios. There is a 
chsnge in the mode of' :failure trcm :f'1eXl..!re to shear as the percentage of' 
steel increases and the level at which this occurs increases with LId and 
tt. These observations are qualitative in nature because of the very l1m1ted 
c· 
information used to develop the plot. 
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Frem the point of viev of strength, the presence ot a ncm1nal amount 
o"t web reinforcement seemed to have little effect on the ultimate; strength of 
the beams regardless of. the mode of failure. However J the web reinforcement 
had a noticeable effect on the ultimate deflections. Its presence se~ed to 
result in the stress distribution being forced away from arch action, reducing 
the defiections of the beams and. tending to reduce the shear eUects on 
those which exhibited predominantly flexural behaviors, particularly the 
beams failing in the fiexure- shear modes. 
4.5 Analysis of the Test Results 
In this section it will be shown that the flexural. strength of 
the beams tested statically can be predicted by using established formulas 
with sc;me slight modifica.tions, and that the shearing strengths can be 
related to cracking load and ultimate strength concepts which have been 
developed elsewhere. Since the few static tests reported herein are not 
sufficient to attempt an independent approach to the developnent of a. shear 
strength concept, it was decided to approach the problem so to speak, 
backwards. That is, a formula which had been developed fran tests on beams 
of sanewhat similar nature was used to predict the strength of these beams 
in shear, and the results ccmpared with the results of the tests. 
The emphasis 1n this section is placed on shear strength. Flexural 
strength is discussed only to give continuity and canpleteness. 
Flexural Strength 
It 1s now well knOw. that the moments at flexural yielding in 
moderately deep beams can be predicted reasona.bly accurately by the con-
ventional straight line theory. The results of the static tests reported 
herein also support this statement. The standard formulas for canputing 
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manents at yielding for beams reinforced in tension only or in both tension 
and compression are presented in Appendix A for easy reference. 
In Table 4. 4 the measured loads at yield and the loads corresponding 
to the canputed yield mcments are presented for the beams tested. The 
ratio o~ measured to canputed yield load varies :fran 0.96 to 1.17 with an 
average ot 1.08. 
It was found in previous investigations (5,6) that the ultimate 
flexural strength o-r moderately deep beams could be predicted by the 
standard ultimate strength procedures provided an increased value of the 
limiting concrete strain at failure was used; the value used was 0.008. The 
measured maximum loads and the loads corresponding to the canputed ultimate 
mcments are presented in Ta.ble 4.4 for all the beams tested. For the beams 
railing in fie xure , the ratio of' measured to canputed load varies fran 0.94 
to 0.97 and the average is 0.95. For the be8W3 failing in shear J this 
ra.tio varies fran 0.82 to 0.83 and the average is 0.82. For the beams which 
were deSignated as f'lexure-shear f'ailures, this ratio varies fran 0.99 to 
1.07 and the average is 1.06. These cOOlparisOns show that although these 
latter besns collapsed in a mode similar to the shear failures described, 
they had reached, at least for practical purposes, their full flexural 
capacity, where ... the beams tailing in shear did not. 
Shear Strength 
(a) Cra.ck1ng Lo&d 
The cCXlplex nature ot the stress distribution in beams failing 
in shear is vell known. For- this reason, investiga.tors have had to resort 
to empirical approaches for interpreting test results and developing 
expressiOns tor shear strength. Today the cracking 1000 is considered to 
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be a measure of tb.e use:f\1l shear capacity of a re1n:f'orced concrete beam 
vithout web reinforcement and justifiably so beca.use, tor f'a.irly long mem~s, 
the formation of the first fUlly developed inclined crack is synonomous wi th 
cOOlplete collapse. For meditlm long members J the formation of the :ru:uy 
developed inclined crack is well defined and tlle beams are able to carry sane 
load beyond this point. However for deep members, after the development of 
the inclined crack, the beams can support considerable additional load 
before collapse. The inclined crack in a deep member 1s considered to be 
:fully developed when there appears to be a marked change in the steel stresses, 
and arch action has developed. 
The test results are correlat.ed in terms of the cracking load. 
DeCOBSio, (7) after Viest, (8) presented an empirical relationship with 
which he could predict the cracking load of the beams of his investigation 
'With reasonable accuracy, and which was in a form suitable for application 
to beams under either uniform or concentrated loads. The equation is written 
as !ollovs: 
where v 
x 
b 
d 
f' 
c 
v r;; Vd b~ = 2.14 Vf~ + 4600 P (M) 
x 
= shear at critical section, lb. 
= width of member, in. 
= effective depth to tension re1nforceaent, in. 
= concrete strength of 6 x 12-in. cylinders, psi 
= A /bd = tensile steel ratio 
s 
(l) 
= ratio ot shear to manent multiplied by the effect1 ve depth, 
cccnputed at the location where V x is cOO1.puted, a.lways 
positive. 
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Equation 1 expresses the cracking shear V x as a function or the 
concrete strength and the cross section and as a f'unction of the shear to 
maaent ratio at a critical location along the span. For simple spans under 
symmetrical concentrated loads, the applied shear is constant throughout 
the shear span, but the canputed cracking shear varies !rem a minimum at the 
load. point to a maximum at the support. Although it appears that the critical 
section should occur at the load point, DeCossio took the critical section 
at the middle of the shear span. This corresponded fairly well to the 
location of the inclined cracks and a.lso gave good correlation between the 
predictions of equation 1 and the test results. 
Equation 1 WM used to calculate cracking loads for all of the 
beams tested. The results o~ the ccmputa.tlons are tabulated in col\mDl 4 
ot Tab1e 4.5. The values ot cracking load can be correlated to a reasonably 
well defined point on the load steel strain curves. The point in question 
marks a. change in behavior at the beams !rem beam action to arch .action, 
where the strain becomes uniformly distributed along the tension reinforce-
ment. For the two beams in which the steel strains were measured along 
the span, (Fig. 4.15 and 4.17) the value of' cracking load ccmputed by 
Eq. 1 corresponds very closely to the load at which the steel strain near 
one support became equal to the steel strain a.t midBpan. 
The formation ot inclined cracks is reflected by a change in 
the slope of the plot of the midspan steel strain versus load. When the strains 
becane distributed uniformly a.l.ong the beam, the slope of the load-strain 
curve becanes constant and remains so up to yield ot the steel. 
transition to this slope marks the beginning of arch action and the formation 
at well developed inclined cracks and should correspond. to the cracking 
load. The cracking load canputed for each beam was found to correspond very 
closely to the load. at which this transition was observed on the loa.d-
strain curves. Tlle values of the canputed cracking loSds have been noted on 
these curves by short horizontal lines and the notation CL. 
The observa.tions made in the previous paragraph were valid for all 
of the beams tested. in this investigation. For the two beams with approxi-
mately 1.09 percent of web reinforcement, G33S-l2 and G33S-32 in Figs. 4.13 
and 4.11, the ccmputed cracking load corresponded very closely to the 
observed transition in the load-steel strain curves. This indicates that 
the load at inclined cracking was not affected by the presence of a nominal 
amount of web reinforcement and Eq. 1 can then be used to predict the 
cracking load capacity f'or beams with or vi thout web reinforcement. 
All of' the beSDlS, however, exhibited considerable load-carrying 
capacity beyond cracking as defined by Eq. "1. The maxi.mum. measured load 
"tor each beam is tabulated in column 5 of Table 4.~. Values of P Ip , the 
u c 
ratio of' maximum load to computed cracking load, are presented in column 6 
tor all of' the beams tested. It appears that this ratio varies roughly 
inversely as the aid or LId ratio 'for all beams failing ultimately in shear. 
In Fig. 4.47 the ratios PuiPc are plotted against aid for the 
beams without web reinforcement which failed in shear and in flexure-shear 
modes. In the same figure are plotted the ratios of P /p for the tests 
u c 
reported by DeCOBSio (7). The data from the fiexure-shear failures were 
included for two reasons: first J the ultimate .ode of colla.pse was observed 
to be the same as that for the shear failures. 8lld second. the ra.tios P IIp 
, , u c 
for these particular cases followed the trend indicated in Fig. 4.47 for 
sheer failures. With aId ratios less than about three there is a definite 
increase in the shear capacity beyond cracking load as aid decreases. 
There seems to be some influence of other variables on the capacity beyond 
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cracking load but their significance is obscured by the interaction between 
them. The curve drawn on Fig. 4.47.has no particular significance except 
for the tact that it indicates the trend of the data and can thus be used 
~or comparative purposes. 
It was shown in Section 4.4 that when web reinforcement was in-
eluded there waa a small increase in strength and in sane cases a change 
in the mode of :failure ~cm shear to fiexure. The increase in strength 
should also be ref'lected as an increase in P u' and thus in P u/P c' for both 
flexure and shear failures. The discussions of the following paragraphs 
indicate this. 
Cracking load. ccmtputations using Eq. 1 'Were carried out for 
Untrauer's (3) beams with web reinforcement. The results of the canputations 
are tabulated in Ta.ble 4.6 along 'With the measured- ultimate loads, the 
ra.tios of P /p , and the observed modes of failure. Of the six tests reported, 
u c 
tour failed in flexure, one in shear and one in flexure-shear. 
Figure 4.48 1s a. plot of' P /p versus aid for those beams with 
u c 
veb re1n:rorcement which failed in shear, tlexure-shear or flexure and whose 
ccnpan10n beams v1thout web reinf'orcem.ent f'ailed in shear or flexure-shear. 
The tvo points which fall above the trend line for beams without web re1n-
f'orcement are tor Be8ll1s F3S3 and F4s22, in which the add! t10n of web rein-
torcement reaul ted in an increase in strength and which changed the mode 
of' failure 'trail fiexure- shear to fiexure for F4s22. Beam F 3S 3 failed 1n 
flexure-shear as did its canpaJi10n ·without web reinforcement G34s-1l. For 
the beams tail1n8 in shear, the plotted points fall on or below the trend 
line. The tvo points below the line correspond to Beams G33S-12 and G33S-32 
in which very little or no increase in shear strength was noticed with the 
addition of web reinforcement. 
(b) UI timate Shear Strength 
The ultimate strength of beams failing in shear has been the 
subject of several papers (9,IO,ll). These studies have shawn that the 
load at ultimate shear failure may be correlated best on the basis of the 
railure moment at a critical section, and ~pirical expressions have been 
developed for the manent capacity at shear failure. These expressions, 
however, were based on the sss\.Ul1Ption that shear failures usually occur 
before yielding of the tension steel; if there was considerable deformation 
beyond yielding, the failure was called a flexure failure. In this report, 
a shear failure has been defined in terms ot: the ultimate mode of failure 
of' the t1 tied arch" even though in scne cases there was a relat1 vely large 
amount of deformation beyond ylelding prior to collapse. Consequently, 
the equations developed previously should tend to underestimate the shear 
strength of these beams. 
where 
Laupa's (ll) formula for the mOOlent at shear failure 1s: 
M 4.5f' 
_8_ - (k + np r ) ( o. 57 _ c ) 
bd2f' - 105 
( 2) 
c 
M = manent at shear failure 
s 
b = width of beam 
d effective depth 
fl = concrete strength of 6 x 12-in. standard cylinders 
c 
k = theoretical depth ot the compression zone, as given by 
equations A3 or A6 of Appendix A for beams with tension rein-
forcement only or ~th tension and compression reinforcenent, 
respectively. 
n = modular ratio as expressed by. equation A4, Appendix A 
pi = ratio o~ compression re~orc~ent 
Equation 2 is based on the criterion or a limiting manent for shear 
~a.i1ure rather than a limiting shearing stress and on the assumption that 
a beam rails in shear bef'ore yiel.ding of the tension reinforcement. 
For beams with web reinforcement, Laupa presented the f'ollowing 
empirical. equation which was f'ound to be most consistent with his test results: 
where 
2rl 
p fp =1+ yw 
SY -8 10' 
P = strength of' beam. vi thout web re1nf'orcement 
s 
P = strength of beam with web reinforcement 
sw A 
w 
= sb = ratio of' web reinforcement r 
Aw = area of' stirrup 
s = spacing of stirrups 
fyw = yield stress of' web reinforcement 
This equation was based on the assumption that the shear strength of 8 beam 
with web reinforcement is affected not only by the amount and properties of 
the web reinforcement but also by the shear strength of' the beam itself. 
The most important function of web reinf'orcem.ent is that it resists the 
extension and widening ot inclined cracks. It would seem logical to assume 
therefo~ as Laupa. did, that a given amount of web reinforcement will increase 
the shear strength in proportion to the amount provided. It has also been 
observed that the stirrups yield before a beam fails in shear, which in-
dicates that the shear strength is proportional also to the yield strength 
of the w~b reinforCement. 
As described previously, 8. shear failure in a deep beam. is different 
:trcm that observed by Laupa in the tests fran which he developed his equations. 
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It 'Was also observed that the presence ot web reinforcement in the deep beams 
tested here and those reported by Untrauer (3) had. relatively little effect on 
the ultimate strength ot beams :railing in shear. Web reinforcement, however, 
did ~ect the deformation characteristics and changed several flexure-shear 
failures to fiexure failures but the influence on the strength was again 
negligible. Since the contribution of' the web reinforcement is negligible, the 
use of Eq. 3 to evaluate its effectiveness is not recaJlltended as a possible 
design procedure tor beams having dimensions similar to those reported herein. 
Although Eq. 3 was not considered e. valid means of determining 
the contribution of the web rel~orcement to the strength ot deep be~s,. it 
was fel.t that Eq. 2, in light of' the wide use of this type of relationship 
tor ccmputing shear strength of ordinary beams, might be applicabl.e for 
deep beams both w1 th and without web reinf'orcement. 
The ultimate shear .. strengths were computed by Eq. 2 and the 
results are tabulated in Tables 4. 7 and 4.8. For the beams both with end 
vi thout web rein:forcement which fs.11ed in shear or flexure-shear, the 
ratios P u fP s are plotted against aId in Fig. 4.49. Also plotted in this 
* figure are the ratios or p /p for the beams reported by Laupa (11). It 
u s 
it interesting to note that for the beams tested the plotted points fall 
above the trend indicated by Laupa as would be expecte~ since these beams 
failed in shear only after yielding of the reinforcement. 
It was shown in Section 4.4 that the ultimate strength beyond the 
cracking load vas an inverse f'unction of the aid ratio. Since Eq. 2 was 
formulated independent of aj d, the ultimate strengths canputed by this 
equation should also show sane infiuence of this variable. For the beams 
* It should be noted that the ccmputed shearing strengths P , for the beams 
reported herein are based on Eq. 2 with no allowance for the effec t of web 
reinforcement indicated by Eq. 3, whereas Laupa's calculations were always 
ba.sed on Eq. 3 for beams with web reinf'orcem.ent. The reason ~or this 
difference 1s expallned later. 
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reported by Laupa (11) there V88, except tor two series of beams whic~ ,will 
be discussed later, no noticeable eftect ot aid, He :was concer:ned only with 
beams having aId ratios greater than one, where the effect of this variable 
was obscured by the presence of other variables. However, when the beams 
which tailed in shear 1n this report are added to Fig. 4.49, there is a 
sharp increase in PulPs for the low avalues ot a/d. Therefore, Eq. 2 tends 
to underestimate the shear strength of the deep beams tested, as predicted. 
Among Laupa' s results there were several beams with web reinforce-
ment which tailed at lower loads than predicted by Eq. 3 but at higher loads 
than predicted USing onl.y Eq. 2, and thus neglecting the effect ot web rein-
forcement. These were the beams with short shear spans, a/ d = 1.17 and 
1.52, which were reinforced with vertical stirrups. These beams are marked 
as groups A and B in Fig. 4.49. These results suggest that Eq. 3 over-
estimates the effect of web reinforc~ent for small values of aId but 
underestimates the effect ot the aId ratio itself. For this reason, Laupa 
interpreted the tests of beams having small a/ d ratio_s 1n terms of f'ai1ure 
by !t shear properu , and developed an expression for their strength which was 
dependent on the shear span but virtually independent of the web reinforcement. 
The :following expression was derived by Laupa for beams having "zero" shear 
span fran tests by Graf (12) on rectangular and T-beams loaded very close 
to the support: 
where v = shearing torce at failure in tt shear proper" 
v = naninal shearing stress 
s 
b = width of beam 
( 4) 
D = total depth of beam 
A (1 + sin a) p =_8 ____ _ 
t bD 
The quantity A (1 + sin a) refers to the "total rt steel area crossing a 
s 
vertical section between the load point and support and a is the angle of 
inclination of bent up reinforcement to the axis of' the beam.. The use of 
long! tudinal steel was equally effect! ve at a:ny depth in the beam and the 
use of' bent up bars was more effect1 ve than the addition of long! tudinal 
reinforcement and its effectiveness increased as the angl~ of inclination 
increased up to a value of a = 62.7 degrees. The use of vertical stirrups 
did not increase the ultimate load and therefore there seems to be a value 
ot ex which limits the usefulness of' bent up bars. 
Laupa. computed the nominal shearing strength va as given by Eq. 4 
for each of the beams with aid = 1.17 and 1.52 which failed in shear and 
plotted the ratio v/v for both his and Graf's tests against x/D, the ratio 
s 
of the clear distance between the load blocks to the totaJ. depth of the 
beam. He found that v Iv decreased as x/D increased from. zero to one 
s 
(Fig. 28 of Ref. ll). . Although a trend was indicated, all of his points 
fell at the extremes of his plot and he was not able to determine a vaJ.1d 
relationship between v Iv and x/D from the l1.m.1 ted information available. 
s 
For the deep beams reported herein and by Untrauer (:3), the naninal. 
shearing stress v was expressed in terms of a load pr: 
8 S 
.. P' = 2v bD 
B S 
vhere p~ is the cOOlputed load at failure in ffshear proper" and v s is given 
by Eq. 4, and the ratios Qf' P /p' and x/D are sho-wu ill T-a.bles 4.9 and 4.10. 
u s 
The data fran Fig .. 28 or Reference 1] "tIIBre also expressed in terms of' P /PI U S 
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end are presented in Fig. 4.50 •. The results of the tests on deep beams 
plot on Fig. 4. 50 in the range between zero and one and tollow the general 
trend indicated previously by Laupa. The line dravn through the data re-
presents a lower bound to the test results, and can be represented by the 
expression: 
P' , 
p~ :: 0.80 (1 - 0.6 ~) O < x < 10 D · ( 6) 
s 
where P" is the ca:a.puted shear strength. The point x/D = 1 marks roughlY' 
8 
the transition between the conventional shear-canpresslon fa.11ures of beams 
of ordinary dimensions and the shear failures of deep beams described in 
this report. The use or vertical stirrups as web reinforcement 1n beams 
wi th x/D less than one has a small. effect on the shear strength. However, . 
on the basis of Laupe' 3 studies the use of' bent up bars should be m.ore 
ef'tective. 
It 1s not possible to relate x/D to aId in a 2eneral Manner because 
- I I '-" 
many of the beams with the same aId ra.tios had different x/D ratios because 
of variation in the widths of the load blocks and the cover beneath the 
tension reinforcement. 
These studies s~st a design procedure based on tvo separate 
cri teris vi th the change fran one to the other being made at an xlD ratio 
equal to one. For x/D less than one, vertical stirrups are no longer assumed 
to be erfectl ve and the shear capacity can be determined by using Eqs. (4) 
and (6). When x/D values are greater than one, the shear mcment Eqs. (2) 
and (3) can be used to determine the shear capacity and design the web rein-
forcement of simply supported beams. 
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Uniform Load 
Up to this point the di scussion has been concerned with beams 
subjected to concentrated loads. Sinee a blast load is a uniform. load an 
extensi.on of the cri terion deve~oped f'or the shear atreDgth under concentrated 
loads -ror application to beems under uniform loads is desira.ble. Reference 6, 
which presents aCRe information on several deep beam tests vhich railed 1D 
shear under e. simulated ll1lU'9I'Dl" load, will be uaed: to check' the ,valid! ty 
ot Eqa. 2-6 with respect to uniform. loading. 
Three types of shear failures were observed in the uniformly-loaded 
deep betW8 of Ref'erense 6, and they all seemed to be a function of the 
length to depth ratio Lid. The beam w~th L/d:z 3 failed at the yield point 
in shear ccmpress10n by crushing of the concrete at the head of, the 1Dcl1ned 
crack near m1 dspan. The beam with L/ d :: 2 tailed in the shear m.ode described 
herein, by a destruction of an inclined strut which tormed between the 
support and the top surf'ace of the beam a.rter the f'oraation of' a " second" 
inclined crack. Beazas with Lid = 1.5 and 1 failed after the rormation ot en 
almost vertical crack which extended fran the inside or the load block up 
to the top ot the beam md gave the appearance of a pure shear or "shear 
proper" fa.1.1ure. This was not the case, however, because the cracks tormed 
ln1t1a.l1,. f'raa t.he caabinatlon or the inclined tensile stresses due to 
bending and tbe POiSBOIl tension stresses due to the vertical. caapressi ve 
forces i.n t.he reg100 ot the support. Failure occurred when the concrete at 
the top and bottom or these cracks was destroyed. ' 
The problem involved in relating the concentrated load criterion 
to Ull1f'ormly loaded beams is in detcrm1n1ng the critical section at which 
the interaction of' mca.ent and. shear will produce a failure condition. Be!l!lS 
under concentrated loads railed at & section ot maximum maaent in a region 
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o"r constant .exiwna •• ar and the load at tailure was expressed 1D. teras ot 
& ,Iaxima .aunt or a .exj_ .. shear (Eq •• 2-6) depending upon the d.1lIlens1ons 
ot the beaa •. For beSlS under UD1to1"ll. load, aax:l.mJa maaent occurs at a 
section ot zero shear and Maxjm. shear occurs at a sect10n of zero maaent. 
Consequently failure IRUSt occur at acme section in between where the DlCaent-
shear ratio pe1'll1 ta the toraat101l ot the inclined cracks necessary to a 
shear tailure. 
Laupa (11) in & &t\uV ot several. s1lllply-aupported uniformly loaded 
T-beSllS nth web reintorc .... t tound that Eqa. 2 and 3 expressed the ultimate 
shear strength ot noraaJ. sized beaa provided the critical. section was taken 
at M/Vd = 4.5. Bernaert (13), 1n. a .t\uV ot 18 81Japly supported uniformly 
loaded beams wi thaut web re1nf'orcesent tound that Eq. 2 could be applied to 
the test results ot his beaas onl.y it it was DlUlt1p11ed 'by a constant equal 
to 1.35 at the critical section, which occurred in the tests at a distance 
ot L/3 f'rc. a support. For the unitol'"1lll.,- loaded deep beau ot Ref'. 6 which 
tailed 1n shear, Laupa' 8 equation tends to UD.derestiaate the shear strength, 
. while Bernsert· 8 aod1fied f'ormul.a OTerest1aates the shear strength, and 
in both cases the shear ta1.lures cannot be clearly difterentiated traa the 
tlexure t&1lures. The resuJ. ts ot these callputatlons are presented in 
Tables 4.11 and 4.12. 
For the deep beazu under UJii:form. load which_ tailed in shear, the 
cri tical. section at M/Vd = 4.5 determ1n1ng the shear-ccnpressiOD lICIIlent by 
Equation 2 is so close to. the Jlidepan that tor practical parposea the 1Il1d-
span aect10n C8D. be assuaed as the critical seqtion. The use ot an 
arbitrary critical section at 'L/3 traa & support as done by Bernaert (13) 
1s not applicable to the deep beau because at f'&1lure the inclined era.cks 
had propagated al.aoat to midspan, With the result that the cri tical section 
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for aanent coul.d be considered the lI1dspan m.anent. On the bsaie that the 
cri tical section occurred at midspaD, Bernsert I. unitoraly loaded. beama 
were reanal..y'zed using Eq. 2, and :tak1ng the crt tical section at the midspan. 
The result. ot the canputat10ns presented in Ta.ble 4.14 are plotted in . 
Fig. 4.51. This t1gure can be interpreted in two ways: one, that the shear-
canpreasion manent as detined by Eq. 2 expressed the shear streDgth as SaIle 
function ot the zaax1m:um mcnent at midspan and the L/ d ratio; or second, 
the location of the critical section for computing the shear-compression 
manent by Eq. 2 varies frca midspan f'or beams wi th L/ d :: 1 to about O. 2L 
frem a support ~or besas with LId = 8. For beams with Lid greater than 8 
the critical section appears to rem.a.1n at O.2L traa a support. It also 
indicates a transi t10n fraa conventional beam. behavior to deep beam. n arch" 
behavior for uniformly loaded beams failing in shear and that the limi t ot 
conventional beam behavior occurs about Lid = 8. 
The poor correlation of' the data fran the deep beam tests to the 
shear-cQIlpression equations of either Laupa or Bernsert suggests, on the 
basis of the results ot the deep beams tested under concentrated loads, a 
correlation to the If shear proper" equation. 
The shear strengths of the beams of Re~. 6 were then canputed 
using Eqs. 4 and 5 and the results are presented in Table 4.13 as values of 
p IP' • The next thing to be determined was what value of x snoUl.d be used u s 
for unif'orm.ly loaded beams in order to obtain results consistent w1 th those 
tor the bea.s under concentrated loads. 
DeCossl0 (13) shoved fran his tests of uniformly l.oaded beaas and 
frames that aid was approximately equivalent to l' /4d where l' was the 
simply supported span length. On this basis x/D to~ the uniformly loaded 
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beams was taken as L' /4D where L' is the clear span between supports. The 
ratios o-r p ufP s tor the uni-ronU1 loaded besas haTe been plotted aga1118t 
x/D in Fig. 4..50. Since the points seem to be consistent with the trends of 
the test resul ta ~or the beams with concentrated loads, the line represented 
by Eq. 6 l1l8.y then be used to represent a lower bound for the shear strength 
o-r uni-rormly loaded beams. 
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5. RE3ULTS OF DYNAMIC TESTS 
5.1 Introductory Remarks 
The tests described in this chapter were carried out primarily 
to study the dynem1c strength and behavior in shear of deep beams and to 
caupare the dsnsdc behavior with that observed in the static tests. Twenty-
two dynamic tests are described, and the modes of failure observed and the 
general behavior of the beams are ccmpared with those of the static tests 
on campanion be~ discussed in Chapter 4. 
5.2 Presentation.of Test Data ADd Results 
The results or the dynamic tests are presented 1n graphs, tables, 
and photographs, Figures B .10 through :a. 62 of Appendix B are plots ot 
measured loads, deflections, steel strains, and concrete strains versus time. 
The load. is the sun of the outputs of the two load cells. The load records 
were plotted until the beams collapsed or until the d1stri buting beam came 
into contact with the stop besa. The deflection records were plotted until 
the beam. collapsed or unt1~ the distributing beam came into contact with 
the stop beam, or when the deflection exceeded the IIlaximum calibra.tion value 
ot two inches. 
Figures B.10-B.31 show that the loads rose rapidly to high values, 
then fell to a lower level which was ·maintained until the beazu fa.1.led and 
the load decreased rapidly to zero. The "peak" load was al.ways higher than 
the load that could be obtained fran consideration of the sta.tic pressure 
of the gas wi thin the cylinder of the loading den ce. There are two 
phellanena which might contribute to this "peakingn of the load: first, the 
"imploding" of the gas into the cylinder causes the lOading device to vibrate. 
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It the frequency ot this vibration is in phase with the rise time ot the 
load then the maximum. load would increase due to the inertia effects of 
the loading device. And. second, "imploding" the gas into the cylinder causes 
the gas itself to vibrate setting up a. puJ.8at~ pressure against the tace 
of the piston. If' the frequency of this pulsating pressure 1s in phase 
with the rise time of the load, it too viil contribute to the Itpeaking". 
As these vi bra-tiona dampen out the load. reaches a steady state a.t a. level 
below the peak. The load-time curYe in Fig. B.l9 shows an oscilla.tion in 
the load. trace prior to reaching the maximum load which is probably caused by 
these phencmena. 
Fig~e B.3O showS that the recorded deflection for Beam G44D-ll 
began to drop orf while the beam was still supporting considerable load. 
Since this type or deflection behavior is inconsistent "With the general trend 
ot the results, a maJ.f'unction or the measuring equipnent was suspected. 
When referring to the figures ot Appendix B, it should be noted 
that they were not all. plotted to the same scale. This is especially to be 
noted in Figs. B.32-B.61 where sane of the steel strain-time curves have 
been plotted to tvo strain scales. The curve marked (b) shows the ccmplete 
strain-t1Jae history as recorded to one scale, while the curve marked (a) 
shovs the strain-time history only up to yield, to a larger scale. The 
strain records were plotted up to the time at which the beam collapsed, the 
strain g~s were destroyed, or the distributing beam. came into contact with 
the stop be •• 
For the beams wbich had a.d.di tional strain gages mounted on the 
steel at midspan, the strain-time histories measured with these gages, 
me.rked tl are plotted in Figs. B.32-B.6l with the strain-time histories 
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measured together with "the regular gages", marked €. For the beams which 
s 
had additional gages mounted on the steel near the supports, the strain-time 
histories for these gages, marked € and € are plotted on Figs. B.32-B.6l sn as 
together ~th the corresponding regular midspan gage records. A sketch on 
the figures locates the position of gages Esn and Ess. 
In several beams, the concrete strains were also measured at 
several points along the top surface. The strain-time histories of the 
addi tional gages marked € cn and € cs are plotted with the strain-time history 
or the midspan concrete gage marked €. The sketch on the figures locates 
c 
the post tiona of € and E • 
cn cs 
Figures 5.1-5.11 are the 10ad-def'lection curves. Each figure 
has three curves corresponding to the three beams which made up a. test 
series. Two of the curves are for the beams tested dynamically, one with 
and one vithout web reinf'orceqlent; the third curve is for the static ccm-
panion be~ without web reinforcement. 
The curves of steel and concrete strain versus load are presented 
in Figs. 4.8- 4.22 and 4.23- 4.35 and are grouped in series with the curves 
for the static companion beams. 
Table 5.1 summarizes the loading information for the dynamic tests. 
The maxim.an load levels, P dyn.' a.pplied to the beams by the pneumatic loading 
device, which were obtained from those recorded by the main load cell as it 
rested on the stop beam after collapse of the test beam, are tabulated 
along with the "peak" loads} P yd' and the measured yield loads of the 
static canpanion beams. The ratio of the maximum load levels to the static 
yield loads are g1 yen and the rise times to maximum load, which were 
estimated tram the load-time curves of Figs. B.10-B.3l, are also presented 
in Table 5.1. The rise times were estimated by assuming a linear rise .frcu 
zero to maximum load according to the averaae slope ot the load-time curves 
(Figs. B.10-B~ 31) neglectins 8ZlY roundofi' near the top and bottan. 
Table 5.2 sUDII8.l"izes the results ot the dynam1c testa. The values 
ot maximum. load and defiect1on, P yd and 6yd' and ultimate load and deflection, 
P d and II d are tabulated. They were taken traa the load-defiectioD curves u u . 
as indicated in Figs. 5.1-5.11. 
Sketches ot the . crack ~atterns at failure are presented in Fig. 4.36 
along with their static caapanions. The crack patterns were sketched fraa 
the l6-mn Fastax movies at the dynamic tests. Pbo~graphs of the test 
beams a.:rter failure are presented in Fig •. 5.12. Figures 5.13-5.16 present 
saqu~ce8 of photographs showing the progress of cracking under load tor 
Beams G24D-ll, G24D-12, G33D- 31, and G34D-11; these were taken fran the 16-11DD. 
film. strips. 
5. :3 Behavior Under Load and Mode of Failure 
Load Def'lection Curves 
The load d.efiection curve for a beam loaded dynamically represents 
the resistance and behavior at the member. When canpared to the 1000.-
detlection curve for the static ccapanion beam., it represents the increase 
1n resistance due to the dynamic load. 
The load-deflection curves of Figs. 5.1-5.11 show two major stages 
in the behavior of the dynem.1cally loaded beams j elastic and inelastic, 
corresponding to the elastic and 1nelast1c stages ot the load-defiection 
curves tor the beams loaded statically. The dynamic at1ttnes8 was observed 
to be about the aame as the static stiffness. 
The load-defiection curves tor the dyrumlic tests show two major 
configurations which are associated with two major types of failure, f'lexure 
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and shear.· In Fig. 5.1 the load-deflection curve for Be811. G2;D-ll shows 
the typical. shape for a beam which failed in flexure. There W8.8 a large 
increase in deformation vi th load after the peak loa.d had been reached and 
the dynamic load level had stabilized. In the same figure, the curve for 
Beam G23D-J 2 shows the typical. shape for a beam which failed in shear. 
Arter the peak load had been reached, the loa.d decreased rapidly to a value 
less than the maximum. load. in the static test vi th only a small amount of 
deformation. The seconaary load level indicated was caused by the beams 
continuing to resist deformation a.!ter failure a.n~ before the distributing 
beam CBme into contact with the stop besn. 
Several of the other load-deflection curves need further explanation. 
In Figs. 5.:) and 5.9, the curves for Beams G24D-12, G34D-21 and G34D-22 
show a second peak just before the load. began to decrease. This was caused 
when the reaction system reached the limit of its travel and introduced a 
restraint at the supports. The maximum load. and deflection for these beams 
was obtained by extrapolating that portion of the curve adjacent to the 
second peak to the deflection at which ·the "second" peak load began to de-
.crease, as shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.9. 
Cracking Configurations and Modes of Failure 
The study of the formation of the crack patterns using the 16-mm 
movies was very useful in helping to determine the modes of failures· in tb.e 
dynamic tests. The sketches of the crack patterns at failure in Fig. 4.;6 
and the photographs in Fig. 5.12 show that generaJ.ly the cracking con-
figurations at failure in the dynamic tests corresponded closely to those 
for the static tests for similar modes of failure. The "tied arch" action 
observed in the static tests was also observed in the d:ynamic tests. Nearly 
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all or the beams had the typical. vertical· and inclined cracks associated 
wi th arch action, however, several. beams in which arch action developed when 
the tension reinforcement became unbonded between the vertical cracks and 
the supports tailed without the formation of' inclined cracks. 
Table 5.2 lists three modes of failure for the dynamic tests: 
tlexm-e, shear, and fiexure-sb.ear. Ot the 22 beazas tested dynam1ca.l.ly, twelve 
were considered to have :railed. in flexure, five in shear, end five in 
fiexure- shear. The mechanics ot the modes of failure have been described in 
detail in Section 4.3 for the static tests and the same criteria were used 
to determine the m.odes ot f'a1lure for the dynamic tests. 
Of the twelve beams which tailed in fiexure, nine tailed by 
rupture 01' the tension "tie", and three tailed by crushing ot the concrete 
in ccmpress10n at the arch "crownn • The first crack to tona was either a 
vertical crack in the. midspan region or an inclined crack which began near 
the support. At tailure, both vertical. and inclined cracks had formed in 
all beams except G23D-21 which had only vertical. flexure cracks. Vertical 
cracks formed the major crack patterns tor· fiexure failures. Figure 5.13 
is a sequence ot photographs showing the crack formation tor Beam G24D-12. 
The :rive beams which were classified as shear failures are G23D-12, 
G33D-ll, G33D-12, G33D- 31, and G33D- 32. Inclined cracks formed the major 
crack patterns for all beams failing in shear and failure occurred shortly 
after the peak load. vas reached. Vertical cracks in the JRidspan region 
formed a.:f'ter the inclined cracks in Besms G23D-12 and G33D-12. In Beams 
G33D-ll, G33D-31 and G33D-32 only ·inclined cracks were observed at fa.1.lure. 
Beams G33D-ll and G33D-31 f'ailed in shear in the mode observed for the 
static tests; that is, by destruction of the compression strut between the 
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load point and the support a.:rter the formation of a second inclined crack. 
Figure 5.14 shows the formation of the cracks under load for Beam G33D-31 
failing in shear. Beams G23D-12, G33D-12, and G33D-32 seemed to show a 
tendency toward a Ilshear proper" type of failure rather than a canpression 
failure of the "arch rib". At failure only two major inclined cracks 
extending fran. the supports to the load blocks had tormed in these beams. 
For Beam G23D-12, the entire end block seemed to be acting as a cOOlpression 
strut I and failure occurred by crushing of the concrete beneath the load block 
as the end of the beam sheared oft. Both G33D-12 and G33D-32 failed by 
destruction of the con~rete outside the load blocks as the mid-portion of' 
the beams moved down vertlca..lly in relation to the ends. Figures 5.) 2i and 
5.12e shows photographs of these beams after failure. 
:Beams G23D-ll, G24D-ll, G34D-ll, G430-ll .and G43D-12 were con-
sidered to have failed in the fiexure-sbear mode. Although several of' these 
be8ll18 exhibited very marked flexural. behavior up to failure, e.g., G23D-ll 
where the te~ion reinforcement ruptured, the 16-mm movies and the final 
photographs indicated that ultimate failure occurred in shear. All of these 
beams appeared to have reached or just about reached their :tull. flexural 
capac! ty at failure. Correlation of the 16-mm. movies and the loads measured 
from the individual load cells indica.ted that at or just before the "second" 
inclined cracks became visible in the movies the load measured by the load 
cell a.dj a.cent to the inclined crack exhi bl ted 8. sudden drop. This drop 
occurred at the ult1ma.te 1QM as record.ed in Table. 5.2 Figures 5.15 and 
5.16 are sequences of photographs of Beams G24D-ll and G34D-ll showing 
the development of the crack patterns. 
The fiexure-shear failure is probably the IIl0st uncertain of all 
failures to define because it is difficult to determine whether or not a 
beam has reached its full flexural capacity before failing in shear. There-
tore this type of failure would almost be impossible to predict. 
Steel and Concrete strains 
The load-steel strain curves of' Figs. 4.8-4.22 show the tvo major 
stages of' behavior, elastic and inelastic, of the beams tested dynamically. 
They show also that, for beams failing in flexure, the tension steel began 
to yield before, a.f'ter, or at the peak loadj if' the beams failed in shear, 
the steel began toy1e1d before or at the peak load. In all cases, the 
dynamic yield load. and strain were both higher than the static yield load. 
and strain owing to the effect of the rate of stra.in1ng. 
Figures 4.16 and 4.18 show that for Beams G33D-3l and G33D-32 
the steel strains measured near the supports at maximum load were of the 
same order of magn1 tude as those measured at midspan, indicating that the 
beams behaved as arches. 
Figures 4.8-4.22 also indicate that the beams cracked at a. higher 
load dynamically than statically. The "uncracked" slopes of these curves 
rose to higher values of load at vh1ch the slopes changed and becsme roughly 
parallel to the slopes of the stat1c test curves. Cracking in the dynazrlc 
tests 1s not reflected by the load-steel strain curves as it was for the 
static tests. 
The load-concrete strain curves tor the dynamic tests, presented 
in Figs.. 4 .. 23- q.~ 35 follow the same general pa.ttern as the steel strain curves 
in Figs. 4.8-4.22. As in the static tests, the concrete strains increase 
wi th load until the concrete begins to crush, and then begin to decrease as 
the load i8 still increasing. The m.a.x1mum measured concrete strains tor the 
dynamic tests are presented in Table 5.3. Again, these strains do not 
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represent the actual crushing strains because crusbing began near the load 
blocks aWe::! fran· the position where the strain gages were located. Maximum 
measured strains varied fran 0.0042 to 0.0090 for the besas tailing in 
fiexure, with an average of 0.0062. Those for shear failures varied fran 
0.0016 to 0.0074 with an average of 0.0052. For the beams tailing in a 
flexure-shear mode, measured concrete strains varied from 0.0042 to 0.0082J 
with an average of 0.0053. These measured strains are of the same order ot 
magnitude as those observed in the stat1c tests. 
5.4 Discussion of Test Results 
The app~ication of So dynamic load to a reinforced concrete beam 
may be consldered as another variabl.e. The effect or concrete strength, steel 
percentage, Lid ratio, and the presence of a nominal anount of web reinforce-
ment has already been discussed for the static iests in Chapter 4. In this 
section emphasis vill be placed on the effects of the dynaaic load; and the 
tel!t results vill be discussed, first in rela.tion to beams without web 
reinforcement, and second in rela.tion to beams with web reinforcement. The 
other variablee v111 be discussed brief'll" only where necessary to the overall 
discussion. 
Properties or t~ Dynamic Load 
It vu Dl.lltioned previously that the type o-r dynluaic load applied 
was a step pul8e or "infinite- duration. Both theory and test. (2., 3) haft 
shown that the ratio ot. the rise time to the natural period is an important 
quanti ty 1n determ.1ning the response of members to this type o't loading. It 
this ratio is zero, the inertia forces are a maximum and the member exhibits 
its ma:dmum resistance. If' the ra.tio is greater than zero and equal to an 
integral number, the inertia forces are equal to zero and the member exhi bl ts 
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a pl1 niMUIII. resistance (static). Between success1 ve integral values inter-
Dlediate Dlaximum resistances are reached which d1m1ni ah as the ratio increases. 
For the dyn8Dlic tests reported a theoretical consideration of the rise times 
to the natural periods indicated that the inertia forces should be small. 
Par thetasts reported in Reference 2 on beams o~ approximately \ 
the same size and stiffness as those tested herein, it was tound that the 
reaction-t1Dle traces followed the load-time traces quite closely indicating 
that the inertia torces were su.ll. Untrauer (3) showed experimentally 
that, tor s1Dl1.lar beSllS tested using the same testing equipnent, the inertia 
forces at max1m.\D load were less than fi Te percent ot the applied load and 
below 1I.8XiJIl\m load they were of the order of four to f1 ve kips. This dis-
cussion shows that the inertia forces are small and no appreciable error 
will occur in the interpretation of the test results if' they are neglected. 
The applied loed is then a measure ot the resistance of' the besa. 
AJ.though the "dynSll.1c" loads do not cause an appreciable dyn8m1c 
response in the deep bel!ll.S tested, the rate of loading is such that there 
is 8. "strain-rate" effect on the strength properties ot both the concrete 
and the reinforcing steel. Reference 15 indicates that increasing the 
rate of etrs.1 ui ng ot an intermediate grade reinforcing bar increases 1 ts 
yield strength. Reterence 16 indicates that increasing the rate of straining 
increases the ccmpreasi ve and flexural strengths of concrete as determined 
by the standard control testa. Increasing the tlexur&1. strength o't concrete 
increases the resistance ot the beams to the tormation of cracks which 
should increase the resistance to shear tail.ure. 
Beaas Without Web Reinforcement 
For the beS!lS Without web reinforcement the application of the 
c1ynaIa1c load generally increased the ult1ma.te strength and defiectioo ot the 
beams failing in flexure; changed "the mode of failure fran fiexure-shear to 
flexure or vice versa, in both cases with increased strength and deflection; 
and increased the strength and decreased the deflection of beams which failed 
1n shear a.:f'ter yielding of the tension steel, or increased the defiection 
if' shear failure occurred at yielding ot the tension steel. 
Comparing Tables 4.1 and 5.2 indicates that for the beams without 
web reinforcement which failed in flexure statically the canpanion beams 
loaded dyn8Dl1cally failed in fiexure or flexure-shear. The dynamica:Lly loaded 
beams exbi bl ted an increase in yield and ul.t1ma.te strength and deflection as 
cClllpared to the static companion beams. Since the distinction between a 
1'1exure ~d a flexure-shear fa.11ure is s. fine one, the change in the mode 
of failure fran f'lexure under static load to flexure-shear under dynmnlc 
load 1s not to be unexpected nor considered a major change in the behavior 
of the beams. 
Tables 4.1 and 5.2 indicate that for the beams Without web rein-
f'orcement which fai..led in shear statically the canpanion beams loaded 
dynamically also :failed 1n shear. Figure 5.5 and Table 5.2 show that for 
Beam G33D-ll there was an increase in strength and :a decrease in maximum. 
d.efiect1on when ccmpared to a3;a-ll, the static cOOlp8DiOIl., whereas Fig. 5.7 
and Ta.ble 5.2 show ror Beam a33D- 31 an increase in strength and a slight 
increase in the maximum deflection as compared to the static canpen10n 
G335-3l. The dynamic shear failures appear to be more severe when canpared 
to the cOOlpanion. beams which failed in shear statica.lly after saae yielding 
or the tension reinforcement because the dynamically loaded beams failed 
in shear shortly after reaching ma.x1Drum load. 
CCDparing Tables· 4.1 end 5.2 again shows that tor the beams without 
web reinforcement which failed statically in the flexure-shear mode the 
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. Callpanion beams loaded dynamically also failed in fiexure-shear, except 
G44n-ll which tailed in flexure. These beams exbi bi ted generally an increase 
in both ultimate strength and defiection. 
Beams With Web Reintorceaent 
The presence of a nominal amount of web reinforcement in a dynamically 
loaded be_ had a greater infiuence on its behavior than liM observed when 
web reinforcement was included. in the deep be~ under static loading. As 
in the static tests, the presence of web reinforcement tended to reduce 
the sever1 ty of the inclined cracks and force the beams more toward "beam-
type" action rather than "arch" action, together with a tendency to change 
the mode of failure fran shear to tlexure. According to Table 5.2 all beems 
wi th web re1nf'orcement failed in the same mode as their canpanion beams 
without web reinforcement except G23D-ll, G24D-12 and G34D-12. 
For the beams with web reinforcement which tailed in flexure, the 
defiect10n at ult1mB.te load was noticeably smaller than the deflection at 
uJ.t1matelc8i tor the canpsnion beems without web reinforcement; the ul.t1ma.te 
strengths being about the same. This indicates that arch action 1s reduced 
by the presence ot the web reinforcement (Figs. 5.1-5.11). Figure 5.11 
should not be included in this ccmparison because there is sane doubt about 
the measured deflection tor Be~ G44D-ll. 
Table 5.2 shows that Beam G23D-12 with web reinforcement tailed in 
shear just beyond the peak. load whereas its cc:mpanion beam. without web 
reinforcement, 0230-11, :failed 1n fiexure-shear. This phenomenon is not 
consistent with the general trend of the results and no explanation can be 
g1 yen ~or thi s change or behavior. 
Table 5.2 and Fig. 5.5· show that the presence or web reint'orcement 
in Besm. G33D-12, which tailed in shear, increased. the deflection at ultimate 
over that for its canpazrlon beam without web reinforcement, G33D~1l. Table 5.2 
and Fig. 5. 7 show the oppos1 te effect of' the web reinforcement in Beam 
G33D-32 when cOOlpared to G33D-31 without web reinforcement. 
The beams with web reinf'orcement which failed in shear showed JIIOre 
of a tendency to the "shear proper" type of failure than the beams wi tbout 
web reinforcement. This was probably caused by the web reinforcement 
restricting the d.evelopllent of the inclined cracks, causing them to becane 
more vertical and giving the beams the a.ppearance of this type of failure. 
According to Table 5.2, Beams G24D-12 and G34D-12 tailed in flexure 
whereas their companion be~ without web reinforcement failed in flexure-
shear. As in the flexure failures, there was a slight decrease in the deflec-
tion at ultimate, although not to the same degree. A change in the mode 
ot failure h'cm flexure-shear to flexure tends to increase the ultimate 
deflections, whereas adding web reinforcement tends to decrease the de-
fiect1oIl8; the net result could thus be a change in either direction. 
Whether a beam fails in fiexure or flexure-shear is really of no 
consequence fran the point or view of strength. In this regru-d, then it 
may be said that all the dynsmically loaded beems failed in the s8IIle mode 
as their static ccmpanions except one. Therefore, if the static behavior 
and mode or railure of a beam can be predicted, the dynamic behavior and 
mode or failure vill gener&ll.y be the same. 
From the studies presented in this section, it seems that for deep 
beams subjected to dynamic loads the presence of a nominal amount of web 
re1nrorcem.ent is detrimental fran tb.e point of view of deflection. Since 
the area' under the load deflection curve is a measure of the amount ot 
energy required to cause failure, the more a beam can deflect before failure 
the grea.ter overs.l1 resistance 1 t will have. FrOOl this point of view, 1 t 
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seems that the be811.8 without web reintorcem.ent would' be more sui table 
than those with web reinforcement tor high-energy blast-res1ataut design. 
5. 5 Analysis of Test ResuJ. ts 
Untrauer (3) found that the dynamic f'lexural. resistance P~d could 
be expressed as a function ot the static flexural resistance P~, and the 
time it takes the beam. to tail dynamically, t f , and could be expressed by 
the expression: 
pi = pI (1 + 4.0) 
ud u t f 
This relationship assl.ID.es that the dynamic load capacity is directly pro-
portianal to the static load capacitYi that the increase 1n resistance due 
to strain rate effects is a function of the reciprocal of the time to failure; 
and that the m.ode of failure does not change 1n the dynamic case frca that 
of the static case. 
To obtain this expression, the ratio P d~ was plotted against the 
u u 
time to f'a11ure and the best fit curve was drawn through the da.ta. For the 
beams reported herein, the ratio Pud/Pu was plotted against t f and the results 
are shovn in Fig. 5.17 end Tabl.e 5.4. For the beams which failed in 
f'lexure, the points scatter a.bout the line given by Eq. 1.. The points 
representing shear failures fall. to the left of and below those representing 
fiexure failures and seem. to scatter about a line represented by the 
relationship: 
pt 
ud 
tU 
"'s 
= (1 + ~.6) !.If (8) 
The points representing the fiexure-shear f'ailures . sca.tter about the line 
represented by Eq. 7. This vould be expected since these beams had reached 
or sJ.most reached their fiexura:L capacities before tailing in shear. 
Although the data are too few to justify Eq. 8 or even another 
equation of the same form, it should be realized that ii,; vas intended only 
to show what was cons1der~d to be the trend of the data. Further tests are 
undoubtedly necessary to either refute or substantiate a relationship of 
this sort to represent the dynamic shear capacity of deep beams. 
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6. SUMMARY 
Thirty-five besas were tested, 13 statically and 22 dynemically, 
in order to determine their strength and behavior in shear; to determine it 
f'1!L1.1ure under a ~sa1c load was different :r.raa. that lmder a static load; 
and to evaluate the effect1veness of' web reinforcement in moderate1y deep 
besms. Eleven of' the static test beams had. no web reinf'orcement and the 
remaining two had vertical stirrups. Half of the ~am1c test beams had 
no web reintorc~ent and the other half were reinforced with either vertical 
or 1nc~ed stirrups. The maJor variables were the length-to-depth ratio, 
percentage of tension reinforcement, the strength of the concrete, end the 
presence or absence at web reinforcement. All beams had cOOl]?res,s1on reln-
f'orcement equal to about one-half" the smount at tension reinforcement. 
Tests were conducted in series uSually consist1ng of one static 
test of a beam without web reinforcement and two dynamic teste, one with and 
one without web reinforcement. The dynamic load W~ applied by a pneumatic 
10ading cU!v1ce which produced an "infinite" duration pu.lae at a l.evel of' 110 
to 200 percent of the static yield load. 
All of the beams tested, both statically and dyn8Dlicall.y, exhibited 
"arch action" prior to fai1ure. Most ,of the beSDlS had well developed 
vertical. and inclined cracks at failure typical of this type of behavior. 
In those besas which did not have inclined cracks, the tension reinf'orcement 
beceme unbonded over the length of the beam resulting again in typical arch 
action. 
Three types of failures are described tor both the static and 
dyn5llic tests: fiexure , shear, and flexure-shear. The beams were considered 
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to have tailed in flexure if' failure occurred by crusbing ot the concrete 
arch "rib" at the crown, or by rupture or the tension "tie" 1 in both cases 
wi th a large amount of deformation taking place before failure. They were 
considered to have failed in shear if failure occurred by destruction of the 
inclined strut which formed between the load point and the support as a 
result of inclined cracking, with relatively 11 ttle deformation taking place 
before f'ailure. The term flexure-shear was used to describe the failure of 
beams which had almost reached their flexural ca.pac1 ty, as shown by the large 
sm.ount of deformation, but which finally collapsed in the 8hear mode. 
Web reinforcem.ent in the beams tested both statically and dyn9Dlically 
contributed 11 ttle toward an increase in strength or a change in behavior 
and mode of failure. Its presence, hOliever, did have an effect on the de-
formation characteristics . of the beams, generally reducing the ultimate 
deflections. This reduction in ultimate deflection was especially noticeable 
1n the beams with web reinforcement tested dynamically. Where the mode of 
failure changed :fran flexure-shear to flexure, a slight iD.crease in ult1m.ate 
deflection was detected in both the static and dynamic tests. 
Studies of the test results showed that the static strength at 
flexural yielding in these moderately deep beams could be predicted reasonably 
well by the conventional straight line theory, and that the ultitaa.te static 
flexural strength could be predicted by the standard ult1ma.te: strength pro-
cedure provided an increased value of the 1im1 ting concrete strain equal 
to 0.008 is used at failure. 
For the beams tested statically, the cracking load. as given by Eq. 1 
corresponded closely with the change in the distri but 1 on ot the steel strains 
along the beam which m.a.rked 'the formation of the inclined cracks 8Jld the 
developaent ot arch action. For the beems which tailed in shear, the ult1aate 
static ea.pa.ei ty beyond cracking increased rapidly as a/d increased below 
three. Consequently the cracking load C81Dot be considered as a measure ot 
the userul capacity ot deep beSlS ta1l1Dg in shear as it is for be811.8 ot 
ordinary span and depth. 
CorreJ.ation ot the test data tor be8IRS under concentrated loads 
wi th a n shear-m.caent" and a n shear-proper" cn terion showed that the ul t1llate 
shear strength -ot the be8lllS tested could be related better to the "shear 
proper" criterion as expressed by Eqs. 4 and 6 than it could to the "shear-
maaent" criterion as expressed by Eqs. 2 and 3. There appeared to be 8. 
trans! tion frail. shall.ov be8PlS 1 where the "shear :t.IC&eD.t" cri ter10n governed 
and the web re1n:torcem.ent was tu.lly eff'ective, to the deep beams, where 
"shear proper" governed and the web reintorcement in the torm of vertical 
and inclined stirrups was no longer effective. This transition occurred 
at x/D ~ 1 or at approximately a/d::: 1.5. When unitorm loads were considered, 
it was also tound that the -shear proper" criterion expressed the ~,t1m.ate 
shear strength ot these beams without web reinforcement better than the 
It shear maaent" crt terion tor the range of L/d corusidered, and that Eq. 6 
could be used to express their strength, although 8aJlewhat conservatively. 
It was shown for the beau tested" dynamically that the dynamic 
t1.exuraJ. strength is proportional. to the 8tatic flexural strength as a 
function of the reciprocal ot the t1ae to failure and could be expressed by 
Eq. 7. The dyrueic strengths of beSll8 fail1Dg in ehear also seemed to be 
a f\mct1on o"r tbe static strengtha and the t1DLe to failure, and the trend 
ot the data was c0l181dered to be expressed roughly by Eq. 8. 
The susceptibility of a deep be811. to failure in shear does not 
seem. to present the problem. that was envisioned. at the beginning ot this 
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investigation. For the beams tested in this study, shear failures occurred 
only in those beams in which the concrete strength "Was loy (f t = 3000 psi), 
c 
the steel percentage was fairly high (p = 1.67 and 2.58 percent) and the Lid 
ratios were lov (Lid = 2). The cracking load and tlshear-manent" criteria 
used to determine the shear strengths of conventional beams underestimated 
the ultimate strength of the beams failing in shear. The tact that several 
beams failed in shear at or near their fiexural ca.pac1 ty and with large de-
f'lections before failure serves' only to illustrate :further that shear Is 
not the problem in deep beams that it is in ordinary beams. 
It was shown that a.l.l of the beams tested, both statically and 
dynamically, formed the typical If arch" prior to failure. This, canbined 
wi th the tact that web reinforcement did not ccmpletel.y prevent the formation 
of the arch, and was virtually ineffective in increasing the resistance of 
the beams to the type of shear failure described, leads to the conclusion 
that a deep beam should not be considered as a "beamtt · but rather as an "arch". 
Consideration should then be g1 yen to preventing a premature "shear" failure 
of the "arch rib" above the support, in order to produce the more ductile 
type or flexural failure by crushing of the concrete at the "crown" or by 
the rupture of the tension "tie". 
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TABLE 2.1 PROPERTIES OF TEST S~IMENS 
All beams: sEan = 24 in. c. to c. of supports l. overall length = 28 in. -I 0\ 
Beam Lid Width Effective Type fl Tension Reinforcement ComEression Reinforcement Ratio c Mark b Depth of No. and p f No. and p' f' of web 
in. d Test psi Size y Size y Rei~. kai kai in. r 
G238-11 2 2 12 Static 3560 1-#4 0.0083 45.7 1-#3 0.0046 48.9 0 
D-11 " rt " Dynamic " " " " " " " 0 
D-12 " tt " " " tI " " tt " II 0.0035 
G23S-21 2 2 12 Static 3420 1-#3 0.0046 51.4 1-#2 0.0021 44.2 0 
D-21 " " " Dynamic II " " It n " " " 0 
D-22 " " " It " " " " " " " 0.0071 
G248-11 2 2 12 Sta.tic 5600 1-#4 0.0083 45.7 1-#3 0.0046 48.9 0 
D-11 It " " Dynamic If " II " " " " 0 
D-12 tI rt " " If " " " It " " 0.0011 
G24S-21 2 2.. 12 Static 5240 1-#3 0.0046 51.4 1-#2 0.002l 41}.2 0 
D-21 " " " Dynamic " " " " " " " " 0 
D-22 II " " " " " " " n " II 0.0071 
G333-11 3 3 8 Static 3380 2-JL4 rr 0.0161 47.3 2-#3 0.0092 51.5 0 
D-11 " " " Dynamic " " " " It " " 0 
S-12 " " " Static 2890 n " " " " tI 0.0109 
D~12 " 
rr II Dynamic 3380 It It " " " 11 " 
G33S-21 3 3 8 Static 3050 1-#4 0.0083 45.2 1--#3 0.0046 50.5 0 
D-21 " " II Dynamic II " 11 " " " " 0 
D-22 " .11 It It " 11 " 11 " " " 0.0055 
G})s-31 3 3 8 Static 2890 2-#5 0.0258 45.2 2-#3 0.0083 50.3 0 
D-31 " " " Dynamic " " " It " " " 0 
S-32 II It It Sta.tic 2910 " " 44~'2 II It " 0.0109 
D-32 " " " Dynamic " It 11 " " " " " 
Beam Lid 
Mark 
G348-11 3 
D-11 " 
D-12 I, 
G348-21 3 
D-21 " 
D-22· " 
G433-11 4 
D-11 " 
D-12 " 
G448-11 4 
D-ll " 
D-12 " 
* A w 
r = sb 
Width Effective 
b Depth 
in. d 
in. 
3 8 
" " 
" " 
3 8 
" " 
" 
II 
4 6 
" " 
" " 
4 6 
" " 
" " 
TABLE 2.1 PROPERTIES OF TEST SPEX:IMENS (Cant f d) 
Type fl Tension Reinforcement Compression Reinforcement Ra.tio 
c 
of No. and p :f No. and p' fl of web 
Test psi Size y Size y Rein. ksl ks! 
r 
Static 5100 2-#4 0.0167 47.2 2-#3 0.0083 51.2 0 
Dynamic " " " " " " If 0 
" " " " " " " " 0.0109 
Sta.tic 4960 1-#4 0.0083 47.0 1-#3 0.0046 49.4 0 
Dynamic tt " " " " II " 0 
II 
" " " " " " " 0.0055 
static 3510 2-#4 0.0167 44.1 2-#3 0.0092 50.8 0 
Dynamic " " " " " " II 0 
" " " " " " " " 0.0062 
Static 5360 2-#4 0.0167 47.9 2-#3 0.0092 48.1 0 
Dynamic " 
If 
" " " " " 0 
" " " " " " " " 0.0082. 
::i 
TABLE 2.2 PROPERTIES OF THE CONCRETE MIXES 
Beam Cement: Sand: Gravel Water/Cem.ent Slump Compressive Modulus Age at 
Mark Ratio Strength of Test 
f' Rupture 
c 
by weight -: py weight in. psi psi days 
G23S-11 1: 4. 51: 4. 49 1.03 5 1/2 3560 500 15 
D-11 t1 " " " " It 
D-12 t1 tt ft " " " 
G23S-21 1:4.47:4.49 1.05 5 1/2 3420 560 12 
D-21 II " II It 11 " 
D-22 fI " " II n It 
G24s-11 1: 3.87: 3.81 0.86 2 5600 580 35 
D-11 " " " It II It 
D-12 " " It It " 11 
G24s-21 1:3.95:3.81 0.77 1 1/4 5240 590 16 
~21 It f1 " It " n 
D-22 " " tt " " " 
G33S-11 1:4.49:4.49 1.03 5 1/2 3380 510 13 
D-11 t1 " " It It " 
8-12 1:4.51:4.58 1.00 4 1/2 2890 470 16 
D-12 1: 4. 49: 4.49 1.03 5 1/2 3;80 510 13 
G336-21 1:4.49:4.49 1.05 7 }:>50 510 19 
D-21 " 11 " 11 11 " 
D-22 " ft tf " If n 
G338-31 1:4.51:4.58 1.00 4 1/2 2890 470 16 
D-31 t1 fI It " " It 
S-32 1: 4.48; 4.50 1.05 5 2910 490 15 
D-32 " It " II It tI 
G348-11 1: 3.86: ;.84 0.85 2 1/4 5100 700 76 
D-11 " " t1 " II n 
D-12 " " " " "rt " 
G34s-21 1:4.04:.3.80 0.71 1 4960 570 13 
D-21 " " n " It It 
D-22 " It " II " tI 
G~3S-11 1: 4. 40: 4. 49 1.14 5 1/4 3510 500 14 
D-ll It " " 11 " II 
D-12 " " It " tI it 
G4lJs-ll 1: 3.89: 3.81 0.83 1 3/4 35E() 810 79 
D-ll 11 II II It It 11 
D-12 " " " " t1 It 
79 
TABLE 2.3 PROPERrrIES OF REINFORCING STEEL 
--------------------------------------~*--------------------------------------1* 
(2)S-11 
D-ll 
D-12 
G23S-21 
D-21 
D-22 
G2!tS-ll 
D-ll 
D-12 
G24s-21 
D-21 
D-22 
G33S-11 
D-ll 
5-12 
D-12 
G338-21 
D-2.1 
D-22 
G33S- 31 
D- 31 
s- 52 
D-32 
G34s-11 
D-l1 
D-12 
0343-21 
D-21 
D-22 
G43S-11 
D-ll 
D-12 
f 
Y 
ksi 
45.7 
" 
II 
51.4 
II 
45.7 
51.4 
" 
II 
47.3 
" 
II 
4:;.2 
" 
" 
4 5.2 
" 
" 
" 
44.1 I, 
II 
Tension Reinfor~ement Compression Reinforcement 
E 
Y 
0.170 
" 
0.180 
II 
., 
0.170 
II 
" 
0.180 
" 
" 
0.152 
" 
" 
0.155 
" 
" 
0.170 
fI 
0.162 
II 
0.162 
TI 
" 
0.162 
" 
If 
0.148 
" 
" 
€ 
o 
1.49 
" 
If· 
1.6) 
" 
II 
1.49 
n 
II 
" 
1.52 
" 
" 
" 
1.78 
!I 
If 
II 
1.46 
" 
1.63 
Ii 
II 
1.51 
" 
" 
1.46 
rt 
" 
f 
u 
ksi 
77.0 
" 
II 
80.0 
!I 
" 
77.0 
" 
" 
80.0 
" 
" 
78.5 
" 
" 
" 
73.0 
" 
n 
72.8 
" 
70.0 
" 
" 
" 
;6.8 
II 
It 
74.6 
rI 
If 
f' €' E' f' Y you 
ksi ksi 
.0 .. 178 77.0 
" " 
II 
" 
tI 'I 
" 
44.2 0.1:57 
II 
" " 
" " 
II 
0.113 1.63 "r7.0 
" 
If II 
" 
II 
" 
If 
44.2 0.151 67.9 
" " " 
" 
tI fI 
51.5 0.178 79.7 
If 
" 
II II 
" 
H 
" " 
" " " 
If 
50.5 0.170 1.38 76. ,. 
" 
11 
" 
" 
If tt 
50.3 1.45 80.0 
" 
I' If tI 
II 
" " 
11 
II 
" " 
II 
51.2 0.173 1.64 
" " " " 
It 
" " 
f1 
0.165 1.38 1(,.0 
11 
" 
II II 
" " " 
50.8 0.170 0.45 79.1 
" 
II 
" 
I' 
" " " 
"eo 
Beam 
Mark 
G414S-11 
D-ll 
D-12 
*' f and f' y Y 
€ and €' y Y 
€ and €,! 
o 0 
f and r' U" U 
TABLE 2.3 PROPERTIES OF REINFORCING STEEL (Cant I d) 
* Tension Reinforcement Compression Reinforcement * 
ty € € Y 0 
ks1 ~ 'f, 
47.9 0.150 1.40 
n II 
II 
" 
= yield point stress 
= yield point strain 
II 
If 
f f' 
u y 
ksi ksi 
78.8 48.1 
II It 
" 
n 
= strain at beginning of strain harden1ng 
= ultimate stress 
e' €,' t' y 0 u 
tf, 'f, ksi 
0.160 1.61 75.5 
" 
If If 
" " 
n 
Beam Lid Duration 
Mark of Test 
Minutes 
G23S-11 2 1.6 
G23S-21 2 1.1 
G24s-1l 2 1.4 
G24S-21 2 0·9 
Gj}S-ll :; 1.2 
G33S-21 3 1.9 
03:£-31 3 1.8 
G348-11 :; 1.0 
G34s-21 :; 1.2 
0438-11 4 1.3 
G44S-11 4 1.1 
G3::£-12 :; 1·9 
G333-32 3 2.3 
TABLE 4 .. 1 SUMMARY OF STATIC TEST RESULTS 
Yield Ultimate Yield Ultimate 
Load Load Det'lection Deflection 
p P tl. tl. 
Y u Y ·U 
kip kip in. in. 
Beams without Web Reinf'orcement 
27.7 40.4 0.035 0.98 
16.9 24.0 0.028 0.96 
27.8 40.8 0.042 1.37 
16.8 22.6 0.035 1.2l 
36.0 38.4 0.070 0.31 
17.5 24.5 0.045 1·92 
46.5 ~.l 0.069 0.94 
37.5 49.4 0.056 1.16 
19.4 25.2 0.044 1.21 
26.6 34.6 0.062 0·91 
29·7 37.6 0.063 1.47 
Beams with Web Reinforcement 
36.0 ;8.0 0.069 0.21 
43.8 45.6 0.064 0.09 
,6. 
u 
6 
Y 
28.0 
34.0 
33.0 
35.0 
4.4 
4,.0 
1.4 
21.0 
28.0 
15.0 
22.0 
3.1 
1.5 
Mode of 
Failure 
Flexure-She a.r 
Fle>..rure 
Flexure 
Flexure 
Shear 
Flexure 
Shear 
Flexure-Shear 
Flexure 
Flexure-Shear 
Flexure-Shear 
Shear 
.Shear 
co 
~ 
82 
TABLE 4.2 MAXIMUM MEASURED CONCRETE STRAINS 
STATIC ~TS 
Beam Canpressive Maximum Mode or 
Mark Strength of Measured Failure 
Concrete Concrete 
tt Strain 
c 
psi E c 
Beams without Web Reinforcement 
G2;B-ll 3560 0.0053 Flexure-Shear 
G2;B-21 3420 0.0070 Flexure 
G24s-11 5600 0.0072 Flexure 
G24s-21 5240 0.0092 Flexure 
G3~-ll 3;80 0.0047 Shear 
G3}S-21 3050 0.0060 Flexure 
G3;£- 3J. 2890 0.0017 Shear 
G34s-11 5100 0.0032 Flexure-Shear 
G:;4S-21 4960 0.0060 Flexure 
G4}S-1l 3510 0.0044 Flexure-Shear 
G44s-11 5300 0.0046 Flexure-Shear 
Beams with Web Reinforcement 
G3~-12 2890 0.0040 Shear 
G3!S-32 2910 0.0010 Shear 
Bea:.n Lid Concrete Tension 
Mark Strength Steel 
f' p 
c 
psi '~ 
F")("'O' 
.::..J .. 2 4920 0.33 
FrtQ9 
......... '- 2 4&>0 J.·29 
F}S2 3 35::0 0.;33 
F}s3 3 4980 1.67 
F4s1 4 4970 0.83 
F4s22 4 5030 1.67 
TABLE 4.3 TEST RESULTS, UNTRAUER '8 BEAi~ 
Compression ~.Jeb Yield Ultimate 
Steel Steel Loa.d Load 
p' r P P y u 
% oj, kips k1 ~)S 
o. )~6 1.42 29.3 43.3 
O. 1..6 1.42 't-2.5 55.1 
0.46 c.94 20.5 27.6 
0·92 1.31 40.6 54.6 
0.46 0.10 14.7 21.2 
0·92 0.98 29.5 41.0 
------
Ylt!ld 
Deflection 
{.\. 
y 
ill. 
0.036 
0.048 
0.061 
0.058 
0.043 
0.059 
Ultimate 
Deflection 
6 
u 
in. 
0.95 
0.52 
1.58 
1. ;8 
1.67 
1.88 
Mode of 
Failure 
F 
S 
F 
F-S 
F 
F 
co 
\..N 
TABLE 4. 4 COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED LOAOO FOR THE STATIC TESTS (X) 
.f=" 
Beam Lid. Test Theoretical P Test Theoretical P Mode of J. u Mark P pI P P' F Failure y y pI U U 
Y u 
kip kip kip kip 
Besms without Web Reinforcement 
G2;E-ll 2 27.7 24.9 1.07 40.4 40.7 0·99 Flexure-Shear 
G23S-21 2 16.9 15.6 1.08 24.0 24.7 0·97 Flexure 
G24S-11 2 27.8 25.0 1.ll 40.8 42.1 0·97 Flexure 
G24S-21 2 16.8 15.7 1.07 22.6 24.9 0·91 Flexure 
G339-11 3 36.0 33.6 1.07 39.4 46.6 0.82 Shear 
G3}S-21 :; 17.5 16.3 1.07 24.5 25.2 0·97 Flexure 
G3;B-31 3 46.5 1!B.2 0.96 ~.1 59·9 0.83 Shear 
G348-11 3 37.5 33.3 1.12 49.4 ~.7 1.01 Flexure-Shear 
G34s-21 :; 19.4 17.0 1.14 25.2 26.8 0.94 Flexure 
G43S-11 4 26.6 23.1 1.15 34.6 33.0 1.05 Flexure-Shear 
G448-11 4 29·7 25·3 1.17 37.6 35.2 1.07 Flexure-Shear 
* Be8ms with Web Reinforcement 
G338-12 :; 36.0 33.3 1.08 39.0 45.8 0.83 Shear 
G33S-32 3 43.8 47.4 0.96 45.6 55.6 0.82 Shear 
* r = 1.09 percent 
TABLE 4. 5 SUMMARY OF CRACKmG WAD CAU!ULA.TIONS 
Beam aid Cylinder Cracking Ultimate P Mode of u Mark Strength Load Load p Failure 
f' P P c c c u 
canp. meas. 
psi kip kip 
(1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) (7) 
Beans without Web Reinforcement 
G2;£-11 0.61 3560 11.70 40.4 3.46 F-S 
G23S-21 0.61 3420 9.04 24.0 2.66 F 
G24S-ll 0.67 56:)0 13.16 40.8 3.10 F 
G24s-21 0.67 5240 10.50 22.6 1.35 F 
G33S-11 1.00 3330 13.32 33.4 2.88 s 
G33S-21 1.00 ~50 9.70 24.5 2.52 F 
G353-31 1.00 2890 16.96 48.1 2.84 S 
G34s-11 1.00 5100 14.10 49.4 3.36 F-S 
G34s-21 1.00 4960 10.84 25.2 2.32 F 
G4;o-1l 1.67 3510 ll.62 34.6 2.98 F-S 
G44s-11 1.67 5360 13.00 37.6 2.89 F-S 
Beams with Web Reinforcement * 
G333-12 1.00 2890 12.90 ;8.0 2.94 S 
G3;B-32 1.00 2910 16.96 45.6 2.69 s 
* r = 1.09 percent 
86 
Beam 
Mark 
F2S1 
F2S2 
F;B2 
F3S; 
F4s1 
F4s22 
TABLE 4.6 CRACKING LOAD COMPUTATIONS - mrmAUER'S BEAMS 
2 bd = 24 in. a = 8 in.. L = 24 in. 
aId p r ft P p.- P c c 
meis. u CCD.p. P 
~ ;, psi kip kip c 
Beams 'With Web Reinforcement 
0.67 0.83 1.42 4920 12.70 4;.3 3.41 
0.67 1.29 1.42 460Q. 15.50 55.1 ;.56* 
1.00 0.8; 0.94 3530 9.74- 21.6 2.84 
1.00 1.67 1.31 ~ 14.64 54.6 3.73* 
1.33 0.83 0.70 4970 9.98 21.2 2.12 
1.33 1.67 0.98 5O~ 12·90 41.0 ;.18* 
* The points plotted on Figure 4.12 
Mode of 
Failure 
F 
s 
F 
F-S 
F 
F 
BE~em L/d 
~t.rk 
G23S-21 ,., 1:.. 
G248-11 ,.) 
€.. 
G24S-21 2 
G33S-21 ;, 
G3~3-21 3 
G23S-11 2 
G34S-11 3 
G438 .. 11 4 
G44S-11 4 
G3}S-11 3 
G338-31 3 
G33S-12 3 
G33S-32 3 
TABLE 4.7 COr.fl'ARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED ULTIMATE LOADS BY EQUATION 2 
f' k np' Theor. Test P 
c u 
ps P P u 
s 
pai kip kip 
Beams without Heb Reinforcement 
3420 0.239 0.0187 26.3 24.0 0·91 
5600 0.281 0.0358 40.6 40.8 1.01 
5240 0.227 0.0166 24.8 22.6 0 • .91 
X> 50 o. }:)3 0.0427 21·9 24.5 . 1.12 
4960 0.297 0.0369 26.8 25.2 0.94 
3560 0.294 0.0405 24.6 40.4 1.64 
5100 0.366 0.0732 36.5 49.4 1.35 
3510 O. }92 0.0814 24.1 34.6 1.44 
3560 0.369 0.0724 23.2 37.6 1.62 
3390 0.346 0.0824 29·0 39.4 1.32 
2890 0.455 0.0871 33.1 ~.1 1.46 
Beams with Web Reinforcement 
2890 0.395 0.0871 30.0 38.0 1.27 
2910 0.456 0.0869 33~6 45.6 1.36 
Mode of 
Failure 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F-S 
F-S 
F-S 
F-S 
s 
S 
S 
s 
()) 
~ 
& 
TABIJ~ 4.8 COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED ULTIMATE WAOO BY EQUATION 2, UNTRAUER'S BEAMS 
Be8lll Lid t' k np' Theor. Test P Mode o;f c u Mark P P P Failure s u 
s 
psi kip kip: 
F2Sl 2 4920 0.286 0.0391 40.2 43.' 1.08 F 
F2S2 2 4900 0.346 0.0315 46.1 55.1 1.20 S 
F;B2 3 3530 0.298 0.Q391 27.8 27.6 0·99 F 
F3S3 3 4980 0.366 0.0736 ;6.3 54.6 1.50 F-S 
F4s1 4 4970 0·291 0.0369 20.; 2]..2 1.04 F 
F4822 4 50)0 0.344 0.0781 26.3 41.0 1.56 F 
TABLE 4.9 COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED ULTIMATE WAOO 
BY EQUATiONS 4 AND 5 
Beam ft b D x pi P P IvIode of 
Mark c 5 U u Failure pt 
psi in. in. in. kip kip s 
Besms without Web Reinforcenent 
G2}S-1l 3560 2 13 4 58.2 40.4 0.70 F-S 
G23S-21 3420 2 13 4 50.5 24.0 0.148 F 
G248-11 5600 2 13 4 78.0 40.8 0.52 of 
G24s-21 5240 2 1.3 4 69.6 22.6 0.33 F 
G33S-11 3}3o :3 9 4 71.3 33.4 0.54 s 
G33S-21 ~50 3 9 4 55.1 24.5 0.44 F 
G3;B-31 2890 3 9 4 15.5 48.1 0.64 S 
G34s-ll 5100 3 9 4 89.1 49.4 0·55 F-S 
G34s-21 4960 3 9 4 74.5 25.2 0.34 F 
G4;o-1.1 3510 4 7 4 74.5 34.6 0.46 F-S 
G44s-11 3560 4 7 4 15·0 37.6 0.50 F-S 
Beams with Web Reinforcement 
G338-12 2890 3 9 4 66.5 ::8.0 0.57 S 
G338-32 2910 3 9 4 15.5 45.6 0.60 s 
TABLE 4.10 COMPARISON OF MEASURED .AND COMPUTED ULTIMATE WADS 
BY EQUATIONS 4- AND 5, UN'mAUER' S BEAMS 
Beam f' b D x P' P P Mode of 
Mark c s u u Failure pi 
psi in. in. in. ~p kip s 
F2Sl 4920 2 13 4 n.8 43.'3 0.60 F 
F2S2 4600 2 13 4 73.3 55.l 0.75 S 
F;B2 3530 3 9 4 59.9 27.6 0.46 F 
F;B:; 49SO :; 9 4 88.0 54.6 0.62 F-S 
F4s1 4910 4 7 4 16.1 21.2 0.28 F 
F4s22 5O!O 4 7 4 90.8 41.0 0.45 F 
9l 
TABLE h.l1 COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED ULTIMATE 
LOADS FOR UNIFORMLY WADED BEAMS BY E~UATION 2 
b = 4.:2 in. L = 36 in. 
Beam LId f' P * P P Mode of 
Mark c s u u Failure p 
psi kip kip s 
DIO 1.0 4090 340 253 0.74 F 
D12 1.2 4;00 318 264 0.83 F-S 
D15 1.5 3550 . 207 215 1.04 F-S 
D20 2.0 3910 1;8 153 0.90 F 
D20-1 2.0 4340 204 251 1.23 . F-S 
D20-2 2.0 50~ 161 187 1.16 F 
D}J 3.0 2700 £0.2 63 . 1.05 s-c 
D~-l 3.0 3980 83.7 90 1.08 F 
D40 4.0 27XJ 33.2 ~,... ..... 0 1.08 F 
D&J 6.0 3410 16.4 16 . . 0.98 F 
* P for M at M/Vd = 4.5 
s s 
TABLE 4.12 COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPJTED ULTIMATE WADS 
UNIFORMLY LOADED BEAMS BY MODIFIED EQUATION 2 
b = 4.~ in. L = 36 in. 
Beam Lid fr p** p P Hode of 
Mark. c s u u Failure p 
psi kip kip s 
DlO 1.0 4090 515 253 0.49 F 
Dl2 1.2 4:00 480 264 0.55 F-S 
D15 1.5 3550 313 215 0.69 F-S 
D20 2.0 3910 207 153 0.74 F 
D20-1 2.0 4340 306 251 0.82 F-S 
D20-2 2.0 50~ 242 181 0.77 F 
DX> 3.0 2700 89 63 0.71 s-c 
D:;Q-l 3.0 3980 124 90 0.T3 F 
D40 4.0 27:D 48 36 0.74 F 
D&> 6.0 3410 22 ~6 0.71 F 
** at L/3 P for M 
s s 
92 
~LE 4.13 COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED ULTIMATE LOAOO 
FOR UNIFOIMLY WADED BEAMS BY EQUATIONS 4 AND 5 
b = 4.2 in. L = ;6 in. 
Beam f' L' D x P' P P Mode of 
Mark c s u u Failure F psi in. :Lin. in. kip kip s 
D10 4090 24 37.75 " 6.00 347 253 0.73 F 
D12 4300 24 31.81 6.00 315 264 0.84 F-S 
D15 3550 27 25.81 6.75 228 215 0.94 F-8 
D20 3910 27 19.81 6.15 192 153 0.80 F 
D20-1 4:;40 24 20.56 6.00 252 251 1.00 F-S 
020-2 5030 27 19.81 6.75 2~ 181 0.75 F 
D30 2700 ~. l~;Sl 7.50 ll4 63 0.55 s 
D30-1 3980 ~ 13.81 7.50 161 90 0.56 F 
n40 27~ ~ 10.75 1.50 86 36 0.42 F 
n60 3410 ;0 ·7~69 7.50 68 16 0.24 F 
93 
TABLE 4.14 COMPARISON OF MEASURED .AND COMPUTED MIOOPAN MOMENT3 ° 
FOR UNlFORl.fLY WADED BEAMS OF REFERENCE 13 BY EQUATION 2 
Beam ° Lid Canp. Meas. M 
Mark M M u 
s u M 
in. kip in. kip s 
D-l li.07 485 626 1.30 
D-2 11.07 513 744 1.45 
D-3 13.28 489 761 1.55 
D-5 6.07 394 498 1.;0 
D' .. 6 11.07 426 702 1.65 
D-7 11.07 :Bl 652 1.71 
D-8 11.07 505 829 1.64 
D-9 8.85 332 566 1.48 
D-IO .'°8.85 441 625 1.42 
D-ll 8.85 516 795 1.54 
D13 11.07 247 "567 1.49 
D14 8.85 309 487 1.51 
DI5 3.85 295 466 1.58 
DI6 8.85 324 574 1.77 
D17 11.07 322 447 1.37 
D-18 15.59 475 691 1.46 
TABLE 5.1 SUMMARY OF DYNAMIC TEST WADING INFORMATION 
\0 
.J::'" 
E~I!m1 Applied Peak Load Yield Load of ~ Rise Time to Mtark Load Test static Ccmpanion 
.. p Max. Load. 
Level Pyd P Y" 
PdYD 
Y 
kips ldp kip ma. 
(1) ( 2) ( ;5) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) 
G23iD··11 51.0 59.8 21.1 1.84 2.6 
G23cr>-12 50.0 58.4 1.81 2.3 
G23;o .. ·21 41.3 50.4 16.9 2.45 2.2 
G23n· .. 22 41.:; 51.2 2.45 1.8 
G24.n·d 11 50.5 62.4 21.8 1.82 2.1 
G24Do·12 49.5 61r.l 1.78 2.3 
G24n··21 39.0 50.3 16.8 2.26 2.2 
G24D··22 41~6 59·0 2.48 1.8 
G33D··11 51.5 53.3 36.0 1.43 2.9 
G33D··12 51.3 59.3 1.42 3.4 
G330··21 28.6 35·9 11.5 1.63 2.6 
G330··22 28.4 33.1 1.62 3.1 
G33D·'31 50.3 11.8 46.5 1.09 4.1 
G33D .. ,32 50·9 64.8 1.10 2.8 
G;4D·,11 50.8 63.2 31.5 1.36 2·9 
G34:O·,12 49.2 63.2 1.31 4.0 
.-
G34:o .. ,21 29.6 37'.0 19.4 1.53 2.1 
G34lD·'22 21.0 39.1 1.,39 2.4 
04310·,11 50.4 . 51.0 26~6 1.89 ;.2 
G43D-12 50.5 50.6 1·90 3.9 
G44D-l1 42.0 49.6 29·1 1.42 3.3 
G441)-12 41.4 49.6 1.39 4.0 
TABLE 5.2 SUMMARY OF TEST RESULT3 
Lid * Beam r Pyd Pud 6 6ud [wLode of i-lode of Failure Mark yd Fallure of Static Companion 
kip kip in. in. 
59·8 46.9 0.085 1.56 ** G23D-11 2 0 F'-S (b) F-S 
G23D-12 0.0035 58.4 44.7 0.090 0.16 s 
G23D-21 2 0 50.4 31·7 0.070 1·29 F (b) F 
G23D-22 0.0071 51.2 33.3 0.101 0.74 F (b) 
G24D-ll 2 0 62.4 46.6 0.096 1.42 F-S F 
G24D-12 0.0071 67.1 1~4. 7 0.071 1.06 F (b) 
G24D-21 2 0 50.3 ;l>.9 0.065 1.58 F (b~ F 
G24D-22 0.0011 59·0 34.4 0.074 0.58 F (b 
G33D-11 3 0 53.3 4~.o 0.123 0.170 s s 
033D-12 0.0109 59· 3 47.5 0.117 0.236 s 
G33D-21 3 0 35·9 23.8 0.063 2.19 F (b) F 
G33D-22 0.0055 33.7 28.2 0.102 1.61 F (b) 
G33D-31 3 0 71.8 49.3 0.116 0.167 s s 
0331>-32 0.0109 64.8 58.2 0.107 0.134 S 
G34D-11 3 0 63.2 54.4 o.loB 1.17 F-S F-S 
G34D-12 0.0109 63.2 54.4 o.loB 1.09 F 
G34D-21 3 0 37.0 28.5 0.058 2.02 F (b) F 
G34D-22 0.0055 39·1 28.5 0.075 1.81 F (b) 
G43D-l1 4 0 51.0 45.4 0.151 1·93 F-S F-S 
G43D-12 0.0062 50.6 45.6 0.111 1.40 F-S 
G44D-l1 4 0 49.6 42 • .9 0.114 1.21 F F-S 
G44D-12 0.0082 49.6 42.5 0.103 1.83 F 
* 
r = ratio of web reinforcement 
** (b) = rupture of tension reinforcement 
\0 
VI 
TABLE 5. 3 MAXIMUM MEASURED CONCRETE STRAINS 
DYNAMIC ~TS 
Beam Canpress1ve Maximum Mode of 
Mark Strength of' Concrete Failure 
Concrete Strain 
t' € 
C c 
psi 
G23D-ll 3560 0.0042 F-S 
G2~12 " 0.0071 S 
G23D-21 3420 0.0089 F 
G23D-22 n 0.0074 F 
G24D-ll 5600 0.0082 F-S 
G24D-12 n 0.0050 F 
G24D-21 5240 0.0064- F 
G24D-22 u 0.0042 ·F 
G33D-ll 3390 0.0050 s 
G;3D-12 It 0.0050 S 
G33D-21 3050 o'~oo58 F 
G33D-22 " 0.0090 F 
G33D-;1 2890 0.0074 s 
G33D-32 2910 0.0016 S 
G34D-ll 5100 0.0046 F-S 
G34D-12 J1 0.0055 F 
G34D-21 .4960 0.0062 F 
G;4D-22 II 0.0045 F 
G4;D-ll 3510 0.0052 F-S 
G43])-12 n 0.0044 . F-S 
G44D-ll 3500 0.0056 F 
G44D-12 n 0.0062 F 
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TABLE 5. 4 SUMMARY OF DYNAMIC WAD ANALYSIS 
Beam Meas. 'Meaa. . P tf' Mode of 
Mark P P
ud 
;,·ud Failure 
u p 
u 
kip kip -ms. 
G23D-11 40.4 46.9 1.16 16.4 F-S 
G23D-12 44.7 1.11 'l.I.~8 S 
G23D-21 24.0 31.7 1.32 13.0 F 
G23D-22 33.3 1 .. 39 l"'I c 7'"J F 
G24D-11 40.8 46.6 1.14 18.1 F-S 
G24D-12 4~.7 1.09 15.2 F 
G24D-21 22.6 30·9 1.34 15.4 F 
G24D-22 34.4 1.52 8.6 F 
G33D-ll 38.4 43.0 1.12 4.2 S 
G33D-12 47.5 1.26'· 10.6 s 
G33D-21 24.5 28.8 1.18 30.1 F 
G33D-22 28.2 1.15 28.9 F 
G33D-31 48.1 49.3 1.02 10.7 S 
G33O-52 58.2 1.21 4.8 ' s 
G34D-ll 49.4 54.4 1.10 17.5 F-S 
G34D-12 54.4 1.10 29.5 F 
G34D-21 25.2 28.5 1.13 28.5 F 
G34D-22 28.5 1.13 27.7 F 
G43D-ll 34.6 45.4 1.31 15.7 F-S 
G43D-12 45.6 1.32 14.5 F-S 
G44D-ll 37.6 42.8 1.14 18.2 F 
G44D-12 42.5 1~13 27.9 F 
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FIG. 4.19 LOAD VERSUS STEEL STRAIN FOR BEAMS G34s-11, G34D-ll AND G34D-12 
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FIG. 4.20 WAD VERSUS STEEL STRAIN roR BEAMS G3~21, G34D-21-,AND G:;4D-22 
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FIG. 4.21 LOAD VERSUS STEEL STRAIN FOR BEAMS G43S-11, G43D-11, .AND G43D-12 
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FIG. 4.23 LOAD VERSUS CONCRETE STRAIN FOR BEAMS G23S-11, G23D~11 AND G23D-12 
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FIG. 4.26 LOAD ~US CONCRETE ~TRAIN FOR BEAMS G2lfs-21, G24D-21" AND G~~D .. 22 
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FIG. 4.21 WAD VERSUS CONCRETE STRAIN FUR BEAMS 0339-11, G338-12, G33D-11 AND G33D-12 
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FIG. 4.28 LOAD VERSUS CONCRETE STRAIN FOR BEAM G33S-21 ~ 
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FIG. 4.29 WAD VERSUS CONCRETE STRAIN FOR BEAM G33D-21 
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FIG. 4.30 LOAD VERSUS· CONCRETE STRAIN FOR BEAM G33D-22 
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FIG. 4.31 LOAD VERSUS CONCRETE STRAIN FOR BEAMS G338-31, G338-32, G33D-31 AND G33D-32 
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FIG. 4.32 WAD VERSUS CONCRETE STRAIN FOR BEAMS G34s-11, G34D-ll AIm G34D-12 
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FIG. 4.33 WAD VERSUS CONCRETE STRAIN FOIit BEAMS G31ts-21, G34D-21 AND G34D-22 
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FIG. 4.34 LOAD VERSUS CONCRETE" STRAIN FOR BEAMS G4~-1l, G~3D-11 AND G43D-12 
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FIG. 4.35 WAD VERSUS CONCRETE STRAIN FUR BEAMS G44s-ll, G44D-ll AND G44D-12 
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FIG. 4.39 WAD VERSUS MIDSPAN DEFLECTION CURVES FOR BEAMS G33S- 31 AND G338-~ 
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FIG. 4.40 WAD VERSUS MIDSPAN DEFLEX:TION CURVES FOR BEAMS G33S~21 AND F3S2 t-' 
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FIG. 4.41 WAD VERSUS MIDSPAN DEFI.aEX::TION C~: FOR BEAMS G24s-11 Arm F2S1 
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FIG. 4.42 WAD VERSUS MIDSPAN DEFLECTION CURVES FOR BEAMS G44s-11 AND B4822 
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FIG. 4.44 LOAD-STRAIN CURVES FOR BEAMS G3~-1l AND G3}9-12-
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF FORMUIAS FOR DETERMmIlIG THE FLEXURAL 
S'mEBG'rH OF kElIliORCED COlfCRETE BEAMS 
Yie~d Maaent: For be8DIB re1ll.f'orc'ed in tension only the aanent at yield tor 
the stress-strain relationships shown in Fig. A.l i8 given by 
:where 
M = A t L1d Y ay-
k j :: 1 - -:; 
k = J2pn + (pn)2' - pn 
,where n in this report 1s taken as 
D = 6 + 10,000 
t' 
c 
(Al.) 
- (A2) 
(A3) 
(Ali.) 
w'bieh vas found-by Sozen (17) to 'be satisfactory tor the materials used in 
the beams. 
For beams reinf'oreed in both tension 8lld caapression the mailent at 
yield tor the stress-strain relationships shown in Fig. A.l.la g1 yen by 
where 
M = 0.5 t kd~ (1 - ~3) + d'A' (ft - E E') Y C 8 8 C S 
k = )2 [np + (n-1)p' (l-k')] + [ (n-l)p' + DP]2' 
- [ (n-1)p' + np] 
t k 
t .--2-. 
c n{l-k) 
_ k' 
t' c t [( ) - 1] s y l-k 
(A5) 
(A6) 
(AS) 
187 
d' k' .: -d 
_ 6 i 10,000 
11 - or it 
C 
(A9) 
(A.~) '~. 
Ult1Jaate Maaeat: The ult1aate aoment of beau failiDg by the cruahiDg of 
the ecmerete in the ccapressica zcme can be found b,- . consideration of the d1s-
tr1butiOJ1S of stre.sea and stra:1.Ds shown in ~~ •. ; A~l~.. For beau re11ltorced 
in tension only: 
where ~k3 1: 1.37 - 0.000108 t~ 
which i. 8A empirical. relation derived i'ral tests (11). 
~ = 0.42 
It the beam tail. in the yield range 
f lIE i 
s y 
It the beam tul.s above the yield rauge 
- -.;, .. 
, . Lk f' 4: 
t ~ 3 c u 
s == p (e + € ) 
U 8 
(AlO) 
(All) 
(Al2) 
where Eu 1s the l1II1t1ug strain in the concrete at eruah1Dg and'1s uSWted 
to be equal to 0.008 tor the beau tested. This expression can be solved 
sraphicall.y utilizing the .tre.s-·8tr~ curYe for the re~orc1Dg bar. 
For be.. re~orced in 'teDalon and caapres81on, the tallowing re-
lat1cmship vas developed conaider1Dg the stress and .train distribut1onsot 
Fig_ 1,-1., provided the area of the cCDpress10n steel. 11 less thaD. the area 
188 
of the 0 tension steel., 
(AJ.3) 
In this expression no correction has been made tor the concrete area 0 displaced 
by the coapression reinforcement. It it 1s desired to make this correction 
then the stress in the cOOIpresa1on steel at f'a1lure, fa should be modified 
to t where 
f = t' - o.85ft S C 
which i.8 reccomended by ACI 318-56 (18). 
When the ccmpression steel is in the yield range at failure; 
f' = f' s y 
When the canpress10n steel is not in the yield range at failure 
E' = 
S 
f' = E' €' 
S 8 
d' 
€ - (to + E: ) (1 - -) 
u u s d 
When the tension steel is in the yield range at failure: 
t = t 
s y 
(AJ.4) 
(Al5) 
When the tension steel 1s in the strain hardening range a.t t&11ure: 
~k f' e p't' f=~3cu+ __ s 
s p(e + e ) p 
8 U 
(Al6) 
Ir condi tiona are such that the ccmpression steel ratio does not satisty 
the assumptions, these equatIons are no longer vaJ.1d. However, mcments may 
18g 
be cODlPllted by considering the equilibrium of tbe transverse forces on the 
section aDd surwro1 ng the 1IOlIents of the :torces about a -convenient point on 
the section. 
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